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The lack of reliable quantitative methods in fluorescence microscopy prevents the detailed investigation of basic molecular processes. Single-molecule fluorescence spectroscopy offers several techniques to determine the stoichiometry of fluorescent probes. Among them, an approach using the single-photon emission of an individual quantum system, also known as photon antibunching, yields access to both the emitter number and their molecular brightness. Previous work demonstrated the feasibility of the method to estimate up to five dyes without further physical characterization. In this work, I investigated and improved the reliability and robustness of this method. I developed different fluorescent probes with a defined label stoichiometry to explore the performance of our approach in experiments. I could demonstrate, in combination with simulations, that it can provide reliable estimates of up to 18 fluorescent emitters at a time resolution of approximately 200 ms. Furthermore, I inspected the dependency of the estimation bias and precision on the laser intensity, the analysis time and the number of expected molecules in detail. My results designate the scope for future stoichiometry determinations. In initial experiments, I analyzed the labeling distributions of different fluorescent probes. In addition, I could combine our counting approach with super-resolution STED-microscopy and identify critical parameters for possible applications.
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1. Introduction

The understanding of complex processes in living organisms is of emerging interest for today’s science. The rapid development of current microbiological techniques allows nowadays the observation of single proteins at work. The interactions and kinetics are tangible on the most basic level of single molecules. We begin to grasp the working principles and to imagine how proteins can effect a response of the complete system. Recurrent enhancing or mitigating effects of single proteins influence the cellular environment, and sometimes the proteins might even team up to amplify their stimulus.

A good example, which has recently drawn enormous interest because of the Nobel Prize in 2012, are the G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs).

To shed light on the number of involved molecules, quantitative methods are necessary. However, some requirements need to be met. The native role of proteins can only be monitored in the living cell, therefore the method needs to be non-invasive. As we are interested in the dynamics and basic mechanisms, away from the thermal equilibrium, we require information on the single molecule level. These requirements complicate the development of quantitative methods in single-molecule experiments.

A prominent method to obtain information from living systems is fluorescence microscopy. As a non-invasive, fast and sensitive method, it seems perfectly suited to acquire quantitative information. However, due to the wave nature of light and inherent diffraction, the resolution is limited to a few hundred nanometers and therefore orders of magnitude above the size of single proteins. Single entities cannot be discerned and their actual number is not accessible. Different approaches to obtain dynamics and changes in stoichiometry have to be applied.

A common requirement for all methods to be developed is the possibility to observe single molecules. Fluorescence spectroscopy is perfectly suitable because of the high signal to noise ratio. The fluorescence emission can be separated spectrally from excitation and the signal to noise ratio is large. Another important feature is the possibility to detect single photons in the visible spectrum with high efficiency, e.g. by avalanche photo diodes (APDs). A drawback, however, is the relatively large observation volume, limited by diffraction. It has to be ensured that only single molecules are measured at a time. This can be achieved by diluting or by immobilizing the fluorophores. The acquired data differs by method, as in solution experiments the observation time is limited to the short time, the molecule diffuses through the observation volume and many molecules can be observed for a short time. By immobilization, the same single molecule can be observed until photobleaching occurs.

Single-molecule spectroscopy is a standard tool in molecular biology and many techniques have been developed to obtain quantitative data from samples. In the next section I will introduce the most prominent quantitative methods and reveal advantages and drawbacks.
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1.1. Quantitative Methods in Fluorescence Spectroscopy

1.1.1. Ensemble Spectroscopy

Quantitative information by spectroscopic methods can be obtained using absorption spectroscopy. To determine the concentration of chemicals in a solution the absorbance $A(\lambda)$ can be measured. By referring to a known molar absorption coefficient $\epsilon_{\text{abs}}(\lambda)$ the relative decrease in excitation intensity ($I/I_0$) at selective wavelengths $\lambda$ can be linked via Lambert-Beer’s Law to the average concentration $c$ inside the beam path with length $d$.

$$A(\lambda) = \log \frac{I}{I_0} = \epsilon_{\text{abs}}(\lambda)cd \quad (1.1)$$

The acquired information is the weighted sum of all solute concentrations and the detection limit is determined by the inherent shot noise of the light source and the sensitivity of the detector.

In recent years many endeavors have been made to measure the absorbance of single molecules at cryogenic as well as at room temperature. As the absorption cross-section of a single molecule ($2.5 \times 10^{-16}$ cm$^2$ for ATTO 647N) is small compared to the diffraction limited excitation volume ($2.8 \times 10^{-9}$ cm$^2$), a sophisticated setup is required to detect the low signal in the noise of the excitation source.

![Figure 1.1.](image-url) a) Image of a Jablonski diagram, showing the Stokes shift. By absorption $A$ of an incident photon (green) a vibrational excited electronic state $S_1$ is occupied, but relaxes very fast via vibrational relaxation (blue) to the electronic excited state $S_1$. The average lifetime of $S_1$ ground state is about nanoseconds. The relaxation to the ground state $S_0$ can be non-radiative (NR, black) or upon emission of a fluorescence photon with longer wavelength (red, F). b) Structure of the commercially available dye ATTO 647N.

The detection of fluorescence is a more sensitive approach because the emission from the excited electronic state $S_1$ to the electronic ground state $S_0$ can be spectrally separated from excitation. During the absorption and emission process some energy is lost...
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in vibrational relaxations and emitted photons show longer wavelengths than incident photons (Stokes shift,[18] see Figure [1.1 a])). Sensitive detectors in the visible spectrum allow the measurement of weak signals, even from single molecules in the observation volume.[14] [19]
Fluorescence properties like signal strength, wavelength, etc. differ between available fluorescent molecules in the visible spectrum. Generally, the fluorescent label should be bright to achieve a high signal to noise ratio, show no blinking, to achieve consistent photon emission over time, and be photostable to allow data acquisition without any bleaching events. Most prominent labels in cell biology are fluorescent proteins, quantum dots and organic fluorophores.[20] In this thesis, the organic dye ATTO 647N was generally applied (see Figure [1.1 b)), because of the convenient labeling of probes via NHS ester reactions,[10] the large molecular brightness and the photostability.

The molecular brightness $p_{MB}$[21] of fluorescent emitter is defined in this thesis, as the probability to detect a photon from a single molecule in a single excitation cycle. This definition is convenient for pulsed laser excitation and therefore for describing my results in the following sections.

$$p_{MB} = \frac{I(x,y)}{h\nu \cdot LF} \cdot \sigma_{abs} \cdot \Phi_{f} \cdot \eta_{det} = E_{ph}(x,y) \cdot \sigma_{abs} \cdot \Phi_{f} \cdot \eta_{det} \quad (1.2)$$

In equation (1.2) $I$ is the local laser power in [W/cm$^2$], $h\nu$ is the energy of the photons in [J], $LF$ is the repetition rate of the laser in [Hz], $\sigma_{abs}$ the absorption cross-section in [cm$^2$], $\Phi_{f}$ the quantum yield, $\eta_{det}$ the detection efficiency of the setup and $E_{ph}(x,y)$ is the energy per laser pulse in [photons/cm$^2$].

For a better understanding, the equation can be split into three parts. The local pulse energy $E_{ph}(x,y)$ multiplied by the absorption cross-section $\sigma_{abs}$ describes the probability of the molecule to become electronically excited. The Quantum Yield $\Phi_{f}$ is the efficiency of the fluorescent transition to emit a fluorescence photon by relaxation from the excited state and is defined as:

$$\Phi_{f} = \frac{\text{number of emitted photons}}{\text{number of absorbed photons}} \quad (1.3)$$

Finally, the detection efficiency $\eta_{det}$ describes the probability to measure an emitted fluorescent photon at the detector.

The ATTO 647N dye shows a molar absorption cross-section of about $2.5 \cdot 10^{-16}$ cm$^2$, a Quantum Yield $\Phi$ of 65% and the absorption and emission maxima at 644 nm and 669 nm, respectively.

The photostability of organic dyes is dependent on experimental parameters, like measurement buffer or laser power.[22] The photostability is in the range of seconds for ATTO 647N in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) buffer. There exist different buffer systems which increase the photostability by orders of magnitude and have been optimized for individual emitter.[23] [24] [25] ROXS has shown to work best with ATTO 647N and is therefore generally applied in this work. The working principle of ROXS is shown in Figure [1.2].

The fluorescence emission ($k_{fl}$) is the transition from the excited electronic state $S_1$ to the ground state $S_0$. The rotational and vibrational states relax very fast and have no
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Figure 1.2.: Jablonski diagram of an organic fluorophore depicting the ROXS concept. The electronic $S_1$ is populated upon photon absorption ($k_{ex}$). The electronic $S_1$ state is depleted by fluorescence emission ($k_{fl}$) and intersystem crossing ($k_{ISC}$). The long living triplet state $T_1$ is effectively depleted via electron transfer by an oxidizing ($k_{ox}$) or a reducing ($k_{red}$) agent. The radical state $F^+$ or $F^-$ is then reduced ($k_{red}'$) or oxidized ($k_{ox}'$) by the respective agent and transferred to the ground state $S_0$. Thereby, the slow triplet depletion rate $k_T$ is circumvented.

importance here. A competing transition is the intersystem crossing ($k_{ISC}$) to the $T_1$ state. The transition is like the reverse transition to $S_0$ ($k_T$) spin forbidden. Hence, the triplet lifetime is generally long (about 27 ms for ATTO 647N [20]).

The basic idea of ROXS is the effective depletion of the triplet state and therefore minimizing the time of the fluorescence molecule residing in the triplet state. The long living triplet state prevents fluorescence emission and is an initial state for photobleaching pathways [20]. Oxygen is known as a very effective triplet quencher, however the radical form promotes bleaching and is generally removed from stabilizing buffers [27, 26]. There are various other reducing and oxidizing agents, each with their individual reduction and oxidation potential [23]. The triplet state is reduced or oxidized to a radical ion forming the state $F^+$ or $F^-$, respectively. The radical ion states are rapidly depopulated to the singlet ground state $S_0$, by the equivalent oxidizing ($k_{ox}'$) or reducing agent ($k_{red}'$). For the ATTO 647N dye a mixture of ascorbic acid (AA) and 1,1'-Dimethyl-4,4'-bipyridinium dichloride (MV) have been found to effectively prevent blinking and improve photostability of fluorescence emission [23].

The superior signal and selectivity in fluorescence spectroscopy has been applied in microscopy. Taking advantage of spatial resolution in light microscopy and the sensitivity of fluorescence detection, this combination is an indispensable tool in cell biology [9] and many other scientific fields today, where dynamic information with high specificity is required.

The resolution is limited in fluorescence microscopy by diffraction (see Figure 1.3). Even the signal of a point source is smeared out by diffraction to a broad signal on the
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Figure 1.3.: Two distinct molecules cannot be resolved to arbitrary distances by light microscopy. Due to diffraction, the signal on the detector is broadened and the individual signals cannot be separated below the resolution limit. The overall signal could also originate from a single emitter with twice the brightness. In a), the two molecules cannot be resolved because they are closer than the resolution limit. The superposition of both PSFs shows no features of the two underlying PSF’s anymore. In b), the resolution limit is depicted. Here, the first zero crossing of the red PSF is located below the peak of the blue PSF. The superposition of the two molecules shows a dip in intensity.

detector, the point spread function (PSF). This implies that two fluorescent emitters cannot be distinguished if their distance $\Delta x$ is less than the resolution limit, which was first defined by Abbe:[28, 29]

$$\Delta x = \frac{0.61\lambda}{NA} \approx \frac{\lambda}{2n_{\text{ref}} \sin \alpha_{\text{obj}}}$$ (1.4)

$\lambda$ is the wavelength of the detected light and NA is the numerical aperture which depends on the refractive index $n_{\text{ref}}$ of the media between specimen and the front lens and the opening angle $\alpha_{\text{obj}}$ of the lens. Below the resolution limit, about 250 nm in a typical microscope setup, several fluorescent molecules appear as one single emitter with high intensity. A direct approach of counting, by discerning single entities in space, is not feasible anymore (see Figure 1.3). The size of a fluorescent molecule is few nm and therefore many emitters can reside in a resolution limited spot. However, in fluorescence microscopy several different approaches have been developed to estimate the number of observed molecules beyond the limitation in resolution.

1.1.2. Intensity Reference Approaches

Fluorescence spectroscopy is not inherently a quantitative approach. An obvious measure for the observed number of emitters is the fluorescence intensity. Its use though,
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to count the number of emitting molecules is not as straightforward as one might expect. The fluorescence intensity of n emitters can be larger than the intensity of n+1 emitters, since the molecular brightness (MB) $p_{MB}$ depends on environmental parameters (see equation 1.2). In experiments, these parameters can be affected in a non-controllable manner. For example, the excitation intensity may vary locally. The quantum yield of individual emitters can be altered by the microenvironment due to solvent effects (viscosity, pH) as well as in presence of fluorescence quenchers or conjugated molecules.[30, 31]

The fluorescence intensity can be measured very fast and is inherently obtained in fluorescence microscopy. Thus, different methods have been developed to estimate the number of emitting dyes. A straightforward approach for this is to measure the mean intensity of a calibration standard with a reliable and known number of labels. The standard should be acquired on the specific setup with the same experimental conditions, preferably together with the experiment of interest. The fluorescence images then can be referenced by the intensity standard and a simple estimation of numbers can be obtained. The method is highly sensitive to the robust preparation of the standard sample and to its photophysics. The approach is used in samples with large emitter numbers, for example in abundant protein expression.[32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37] On the single-molecule level, this approach can be applied by acquiring the probability distributions of photon emission for different label numbers in reference to the data of single molecule emission. By this, a reliability function can be calculated, assigning the measured intensity to the number of emitters. Because of broad intensity distributions for emitter numbers larger than 5, however, no unambiguous assignment can be found. The method has been applied to identify up to 4 emitters in experiments.[38]

1.1.3. Intensity Fluctuation Based Approaches

In 1972, Magde et.al.[39] introduced fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS). In FCS the intensity fluctuations due to molecules diffusing in and out of the focal volume are measured. Because the diffusion time is in the order of ms, the fluorescent signal needs to be acquired with high time resolution. By using avalanche photo diodes (APDs) for example, which are read out by time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) devices, the photons can be registered with ps resolution. The diffusion time of emitters can be determined by correlation of the acquired photon times.

FCS is widely applied for diffusion measurements, but methods have been developed, which can estimate the mean number in the focal volume from the same data. Methods like photon counting histogram[10] or fluorescence intensity distribution analysis[11] look at the accumulated photon emission statistics. In these methods the number of emitters and their mean molecular brightness can be estimated from the additional broadening of emission statistics by intensity fluctuations.

The photon emission statistics of steady, single emitters follows poissonian statistics.[8] Therefore, the photon counts per time bins arriving at the detector $p(W)$ are also Poisson distributed. Put into a solution the emitters are diffusing through the Gaussian excitation volume and the number of observed particles fluctuates, which broadens the detected distribution because of the increased variance.
The detection process in single photon detectors, like APDs and photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) exploits photo-induced charges in the detector material. The signal is then subsequently amplified to yield an electronic signal. The process has been described semi-classically and the resulting photon counting statistics has been deduced to [42]

\[
p(k) = \int_0^\infty \text{Poi}(k, W)p(W)dW = \int_0^\infty \frac{W^k e^{-W}}{k!}p(W)dW
\]

(1.5)

where \( k \) is the average number of photons detected. Therefore the probability to detect \( k \) photons \( p(k) \) is broadened by the poissonian photon detection process, generally referred to as “shot noise”. By modeling the confocal excitation volume, the fluorescence intensity \( p(W) \) can be replaced by the photon emission probability for single molecules \( p^{(1)}(k) \). The photon count distribution of \( n \) particles \( p^{(n)}(k) \) can then be described as the convolution of \( n \times p^{(1)}(k; V_0, p) \)

\[
p^{(n)}(k) = p^{(1)} \otimes \cdots \otimes p^{(1)}(k; V_0, p_{MB})
\]

(1.6)

where \( V_0 \) is the modeled confocal volume and \( p_{MB} \) is the molecular brightness. The experimentally acquired photon count statistics can be fitted by the theoretical distribution and the mean number of observed particles is estimated. The result is the average number over several molecules. A slightly different and faster approach has been made by acquiring the photon counting statistics of a single dye molecule \( p^{(1)}(k) \) experimentally with similar results. [43] These methods have been applied measuring the concentration of molecules in solution, [40] but also the aggregation state of proteins up to 3 molecules has been identified. [44]

The idea to analyze intensity fluctuations has been modified in the Number&Brightness method for measurements in microscopic images. [45] Here, not the complete photon emission statistics is acquired, but only the first two statistical moments, the mean and the variance, are observed. The estimated number of fluorophores \( n \) and the molecular brightness \( p_{MB} \) are derived from considerations about the dependence of both mean \( \langle k \rangle \) and variance of the fluorescence emission \( \sigma^2 \) on the mean number of particles and their brightness. [46]

\[
p_{MB} = \frac{\sigma^2}{\langle k \rangle}, \quad n = \frac{\langle k \rangle^2}{\sigma^2}
\]

(1.7)

The necessary data can be acquired much faster and the computational effort to analyze a complete image is highly reduced. This method has been applied to quantify protein aggregation with spatial resolution up to cluster sizes of about 15. [47, 48] Nevertheless, as the method derives the estimates only from the first two statistic moments it might be considered as vague. The estimations of the number of particles and molecular brightness in solutions were confirmed by PCH, [45] yet, a measurement of a reliable probe with large number of emitters is missing. All fluctuation methods require the diffusion of emitter numbers inside the focal volume. No information about immobile emitters can be obtained and the estimations only give the average number of labels in the focal volume during data acquisition and therefore have to be interpreted with care.
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1.1.4. Time Resolved Approaches

Figure 1.4.: a) Fluorescence transient with five consecutive bleaching steps (horizontal grid lines) indicating five initial emitters. The drops in intensity of 55 kHz, 51 kHz, 49 kHz, 69 kHz and 68 kHz are not equally spaced. b) PALM principle: By activation of a subset of photo-activatable fluorescent proteins, single molecules can be observed until photobleaching occurs. The point spread functions of these single emitters are fitted and their maxima are localized. By accumulating all localization information, an image with 10-fold resolution can be obtained, which shows more details than the sum image.

Other quantitative methods separate the molecules in time and counting is achieved either by observation of consecutive bleaching events,[49, 50] or by application of photo-activated localization microscopy (PALM).[51, 52, 53] Bleaching step (BS) analysis observes the consecutive drops in fluorescence intensity due to photobleaching (see Figure 1.4a)). As long as the intensity drops are well separated in time, they can be identified in the fluorescence transient and a number estimate is obtained. The bleaching steps can however be disguised by complex photo-physics, for example blinking or molecular states with different molecular brightness, or by synchronous bleaching of multiple fluorescent emitters. The probability for these events scales with the number of molecules to be counted. Nevertheless, bleaching step analysis could be successfully applied to observe protein clusters of five in the cell membrane.[54]

In a similar manner this approach can directly be applied in PALM (see Figure 1.4b)). PALM circumvents the resolution limit by observing subsequently a subset of single molecules in time until photobleaching. The diffraction limited signal on the detector, the PSF, is known and the location of the emitting molecule can be determined with the localization precision.[55]

For application in microscopy the observation of single fluorescent emitters in the resolution limited excitation volume has to be ensured, while the other residing molecules must not fluoresce. Photoactivatable fluorescent proteins can be switched stochastically by light with short wavelength from a dark state to an emissive state.[56, 57]
photo-activation rate hereby is dependent on the laser power and should be chosen low enough to ensure activation of only a sub-population of single fluorophores. The emissive fluorescent proteins are then observed until photobleaching occurs and a new subset is activated. By cycling this process many times, a complete image of single molecule localizations can be obtained with the localization resolution (see Figure 1.4). By counting the number of bleaching events of fluorescent emitters at a single spot, this method can be quantitative. However, each molecule has to be observed exactly once and without blinking. Therefore, many activation-bleaching cycles have to be run at low activation intensity and over a long time period to ensure the photoactivation of each molecule.

Acquiring PALM images has been used to analyze clusters of up to a few hundred fluorescent emitters. But data acquisition is time intensive, as the acquisition time scales with the number n and the switching rate, which has to remain low to assure single molecule observation. Like with bleaching step analysis, it is inherently not possible to obtain dynamics due to the destructive character of the methods, i.e. the measurement cannot be repeated for the same sample.

### 1.1.5. Resonance Energy Transfer

![Resonance Energy Transfer Diagram](image)

Figure 1.5.: a) Scheme of alternating laser excitation. The interleaved red and green excitation pulses allow the detection of FRET and Stoichiometry at the same time. Species with different label numbers and conformations can be differentiated in the S-E histograms (see inset). b) Principle of fluorescent anisotropy measurements. The polarized excitation light is depolarized by the absorption and emission process of a single molecule. Upon an additional energy transfer in Homo-FRET the depolarization increases further.
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A tool to observe distances between two fluorescent emitters is Förster energy transfer (FRET).\cite{61} The energy of an excited fluorescent emitter (donor) is transferred via dipole-dipole coupling to a nearby molecule (acceptor). The FRET rate $k_{FRET}$ is highly dependent on the distance $R$:

$$k_{FRET} = \frac{1}{\tau_D} \left( \frac{R_0}{R} \right)^6$$

(1.8)

$$R_0^6 \propto \frac{\kappa^2 \Phi_D}{n^2} \Gamma$$

(1.9)

Here, $\tau_D$ is the lifetime of the donor, $R_0$ is the Förster distance for a particular donor-acceptor pair, defined as the distance at which FRET efficiency is 50%. $\kappa$ is the dipole-dipole orientation factor, $\Phi_D$ is the quantum yield of the donor fluorophore, $n$ is the refractive index and $\Gamma$ is the spectral overlap between donor and acceptor. The overlap between fluorescence excitation and emission spectra can be small for identical fluorophores (homoFRET) due to the Stokes-shift. By choice of a suitable FRET-pair of a donor and acceptor, the spectral overlap can be maximized. The donor emission $F_{\text{donor}}$ is then red-shifted compared to the acceptor emission $F_{\text{acceptor}}$ (heteroFRET) and the FRET signal can be detected separately from donor emission. The FRET efficiency $E_{FRET}$ is defined as:

$$E_{FRET} = \frac{F_{\text{Aem}}^{\text{Dex}}}{F_{\text{Aem}}^{\text{Dex}} + F_{\text{Dex}}^{\text{Dex}}}$$

(1.10)

The detection of FRET signal indicates the proximity of FRET partners and can be used to observe dimerization.\cite{62} Higher oligomers cannot be identified because of the binary signal output.

But methods have been developed which can probe the stoichiometry by alternating laser excitation (ALEX \cite{63}) or pulsed interleaved excitation (PIE \cite{64}). Thereby the donor and the acceptor fluorophores are excited in alternative manner and a stoichiometry term can be calculated from acquired intensities:

$$S = \frac{F_{\text{Aem}}^{\text{Aem}} + \gamma F_{\text{Dex}}^{\text{Dex}}}{F_{\text{Aem}}^{\text{Aem}} + \gamma F_{\text{Dex}}^{\text{Dex}} + F_{\text{Aem}}^{\text{Aem}}}$$

(1.11)

$F_{\text{Dex}}^{\text{Aem}}$ is the fluorescence intensity of the acceptor upon donor emission, $F_{\text{Dex}}^{\text{Dex}}$ is the fluorescence intensity of the donor upon donor emission, $F_{\text{Aem}}^{\text{Aem}}$ is the fluorescence intensity of the acceptor upon acceptor emission and the factor $\gamma$ corrects for crosstalk between donor and acceptor. Through the stoichiometry the number ratio of acceptors and donors is obtainable also for higher oligomers \cite{65}(see Figure 1.5). This cannot be used to estimate absolute numbers from the fluorescence signal, though.

In contrast, the cluster size of fluorescent molecules can be obtained by observation of homoFRET in fluorescence anisotropy imaging measurements (FAIM).\cite{66, 67} Fluorescence absorption is sensitive to the polarization of the excited light, as it couples via the dipole moment of the fluorescent dye. The detected anisotropy $r_{\text{homoFRET}}$ is generally defined as:
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\[ r_{\text{homoFRET}} = \frac{I_\parallel - GI_\perp}{I_\parallel + 2GI_\perp} \]  

Figure 1.6.: a) Photon counting distributions for different emitter types. The classical thermal emission shows Bose-Einstein statistics, while the quantum emitter follows a Poisson distribution. b) Fluorescence cross correlation of fluorescence emission from a single molecule. In the inset a Hanbury-Brown Twiss setup is shown, by which the inter-photon times can be measured.

Hereby \( I_\parallel \) is the detected signal parallel to the excitation polarization and \( I_\perp \) perpendicular to it. The factor G is a calibration factor for the different sensitivity of the detector to parallel or perpendicular light.

By FRET the polarization of the signal is reduced, because energy is transmitted in an additional dipole-dipole interaction and therefore the distributions of orientations is wider. The depolarization dependence on the cluster size and the inter-fluorophore distance has been derived by Runnels et.al.\[68\] Nevertheless, there are some inherent limitations to that method. FAIM requires that the emitters are not perfectly aligned, because by this the polarization would remain. Even a correlation between the emitter orientation prevents application of the proposed theory to count clusters. Additionally, because of diffraction limited microscopy, the obtained anisotropy is accumulated from all molecules and clusters inside the observation focus. The sizing relation may therefore give only an average value.\[69\] HomoFRET has since been used to measure clusters up to four emitters, because the change in anisotropy diminishes rapidly with numbers.\[70, 71, 72, 62\]

1.1.6. Photon Antibunching based Approaches

The photon-number statistics of light is dependent on the process of emission.\[8, 73\] If the photon source is thermal and emits black body radiation, the occupied energy levels in thermal equilibrium are described by the Boltzmann distribution.\[29\]

\[ P(E_n) \propto e^{-\frac{E_n}{kT}} \]  
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\( E_n \) is the quantified energy level, \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann’s constant and \( T \) the temperature. If we further use the energy quantization relation from the resonator model \( E_n = (n + \frac{1}{2}) h \nu \), with \( h \) as Planck’s constant and \( \nu \) as the resonator frequency, we can write the probability distribution of finding \( n \) photons as

\[
P(n) = \frac{1}{(n+1)^2} \left( \frac{\langle n \rangle}{n+1} \right)^n
\]

(1.14)

The probability distribution \( P(n) \) of the Bose-Einstein statistics is shown in Figure 1.6 a). The average number of excited molecules \( \langle n \rangle \) is given by

\[
\langle n \rangle = \frac{1}{\exp(h \nu/kT) - 1}
\]

(1.15)

The variance of the distribution can be calculated to

\[
\sigma_n^2 = \langle n \rangle + \langle n \rangle^2
\]

(1.16)

For coherent light the emission statistics are different. When we assume a constant mean photon flux \( J \) [photons/s], the average number of detected photons \( \langle n \rangle \) in a time interval \( t_{\text{bin}} \) is

\[
\langle n \rangle = Jt_{\text{bin}}
\]

(1.17)

To obtain the number statistics we need the probability to find \( n \) photons in equally spaced time bins. As long as the detection events are independent, this is a Poisson process and the distribution is poissonian (see Figure 1.6 a)):

\[
P(n) = \frac{n^n \exp(-\langle n \rangle)}{n!}
\]

(1.18)

The variance \( \sigma \) of the Poisson distribution is given by

\[
\sigma_n^2 = \langle n \rangle
\]

(1.19)

Both phenomena show a variance of at least the Poisson variance, but quantum mechanical processes exist, which reduce the randomness in the photon stream and show a lower variance. As a measure the Mandel parameter \( Q \) [74] can be introduced and describes the similarity to Poissonian statistics:

\[
Q = \frac{\langle n^2 \rangle - \langle n \rangle^2}{\langle n \rangle} - 1
\]

(1.20)

The Mandel parameter is zero for poissonian statistics and positive for chaotic light, like black body radiation. This is also called photon bunching, because of the low order parameter the photons generally arrive in packs at the detector. If the Mandel parameter is \(-1 \leq Q < 0\), the statistics are sub-poissonian and the photon stream shows photon antibunching. In case of \( Q = -1 \) the photons are equally spaced in the photon stream.

The most convenient way to measure the inter-photon times is by cross-correlation.
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Figure 1.7.: The detection probability of mDE is dependent on the number of molecules residing in the focal volume. A single molecule emits only a fluorescent photon with its molecular brightness $p_{MB}$. Two molecules will have a certain probability to emit 2 simultaneous photons of $p_{MB}^2$. The detection probability $P(n, p_{MB}; i)$ for $i$ simultaneous photons out of $n$ molecules is described in equation (1.24).

$g^{(2)}(\tau)$ of signals from two detectors in an Hanbury-Brown Twiss (HBT) setup \[75\] (see Figure 1.6 b)).

$$g^{(2)}(\tau) = \frac{\int I(t)I(t+\tau)dt}{\int I(t)^2dt} \quad (1.21)$$

In a HBT detector scheme the incoming photon stream is split by a 50/50 beamsplitter to two detectors. By calculating the cross-correlation, the Mandel parameter is directly accessible from $g^{(2)}(0)$

$$g^{(2)}(0) = 1 + \frac{Q}{\langle n \rangle} \quad (1.22)$$

Therefore, the cross-correlation shows a value of 1 for Poisson statistics and for antibunching a value of 0 at lag times $\tau$ zero.

At first the photon antibunching effect has been observed in fluorescence spectroscopy in 1977 \[76\] and later with single fluorescent molecules.\[77\] Photon antibunching occurs, because the fluorescent molecules are single photon emitters. Simplified, a fluorescent molecule undergoes mostly transitions between two electronic states, the ground state $S_0$ and the excited state $S_1$. Upon absorption of a photon the molecule is promoted into the excited state and resides there for approximately the fluorescence lifetime. By emitting fluorescence the molecule relaxes to the ground state and is available for excitation again (see Figure 1.1). Here, we make the assumption that the molecule cannot be further excited from the excited state $S_1$, which is justified only for low laser intensities. But, as we generally observe only the emission from the $S_1$ state, we are not able to recognize higher order excitation, except by an increased bleaching rate.\[26\]
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Since the quantum system can solely occupy a single state at a time, it synchronizes the fluorescent emission and increases the ordering of emitted photons. Therefore, the second order correlations of single molecule fluorescence emission show the remarkable photon antibunching dip at \( g^{(2)}(0) \). By increasing the number of fluorescent emitters \( n \), the antibunching dip diminishes by \( 1 - \frac{1}{n} \). This approach has been used to prove the observation of single molecules.[77, 78, 79]

With pulsed laser excitation the photon antibunching can be seen from a stochastic point of view (see Figure 1.7). Each laser cycle can be considered as a trial to probe the occurrence of multiple detection events (mDE). For a single emitter the probability for mDE should approach zero and rises with emitter numbers. Photon antibunching with pulsed laser excitation, namely coincidence analysis, has since been used to count up to 2 molecules.[80, 81, 82, 83]

It should be noted, that all pulsed laser experiments apply an excitation scheme with

\[
\tau_{\text{Laser Pulse}} \ll \tau_{\text{Lifetime}} \ll \tau_{\text{Laser Frequency}}
\]  

(1.23)

where the pulse duration \( \tau_{\text{Laser Pulse}} \) is smaller than the fluorescent lifetime \( \tau_{\text{Lifetime}} \) and the laser repetition \( \tau_{\text{Laser Frequency}} \). Thereby, it is avoided that single fluorescent dye emits 2 photons in a single laser cycle.[84]

Following the idea of mDE, a different method was introduced by counting by photon statistics (CoPS).[85] An analytical model was developed that describes the probabilities of mDE in dependence of the emitter number \( n \) and the mean molecular brightness \( p_{MB} \) in the observed volume. This dependency can be described by a recursive and piecewise formula:

\[
P(n, p_{MB}; i) = \binom{m}{i} \left[ \left( 1 - \left( \frac{m - i}{m} \right) p_{MB} \right)^n \left( 1 - \left( \frac{m - i}{m} \right) p_b \right) \right] - \sum_{k>0} \binom{m}{k} P(n, p_{MB}; k)
\]

(1.24)

\( m \) denotes the number of detectors and \( i \) the number of mDE. The background is modeled as a weak fluorophore with a molecular brightness of \( p_b \).

CoPS is a quasi-instantaneous method, because the time resolution depends only on the accumulation of converged statistics and not on photo processes such as bleaching or switching. It has been successfully applied in experiments with a DNA sample labeled with up to five dyes.[86]

1.1.7. Comparison of Existing Methods

We have seen that there are several different methods to obtain quantitative information in single-molecule fluorescence microscopy. They are based on different approaches and show individual limitations and advantages. In Table 1.1 the methods are compared in their most important features.

Most approaches can measure the number of emitters from the fluorescent signal only, however, the intensity based approaches and the intensity fluctuation based approaches...
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In the previous section we have seen many different methods to obtain stoichiometry from nanoscale environments by fluorescence spectroscopy. They differ highly in each category and no method provides a general solution. An optimal counting method would give an instantaneous result with high counting resolution and would be applicable over a wide range from single molecule counting in protein clusters to thousands in measuring protein expression levels. Additionally, the method should require minimal adaption of experimental conditions, require no prior calibration and allow obtaining number and brightness images over time.

As it can be seen in Table 1.1, there is by far no method which meets all requirements. The most difficult part is presumably the wide counting range. Most methods can reliably count clusters up to 5 emitters and some can also estimate very large numbers in solutions. First results have shown though, that by CoPS it is possible to estimate numbers up to 15 emitters. Further investigations could not be conducted, because no reliable probe with arbitrary numbers between 5 and 100 was available. In this thesis I will present data of a new standard sample by which we could analyze the counting limit of CoPS.

Nevertheless, usually not only the counting limit is of interest, it is rather the counting resolution. In experiments we measure differently prepared samples and we are interested, if there is a change in stoichiometry between samples or not. The differences in observed emitter numbers and the reliability with which these differences can be
### Table 1.1: Table comparing recent quantitative approaches in fluorescence microscopy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Calibration</th>
<th>Typical Time Resolution</th>
<th>Application Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intensity calibration</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>&gt; few µs</td>
<td>up to 2 emitters, first results of 15 emitters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all photons emission calibration</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>∝ n/p bleach</td>
<td>up to 3 by oligomerization of fluorescent protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCH / FIDE</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>min concentration measurements range from nM to µM, up to 2 by protein oligomerization</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRET</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>µs</td>
<td>protein-protein interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALM</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>∝ n/p bleach · k activation</td>
<td>quasi unlimited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>photon antibunching</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>identification of single molecules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coincidence Analysis</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>up to 2 emitters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoPS (2009)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- PtA: Single molecule analysis
- PCH: photon correlation holography
- TIDE: Time integrated double exposure
- NBD: NBD ratio-based
- FIDE: fluorescence intensity decay analysis
- FID: fluorescence intensity decay analysis
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quantified is of great interest to us. It is similar for time measurements. Knowing
the time resolution could help to minimize acquisition time or allow conclusions about
dynamics in the sample.
By characterization of the method, it can be applied to complex problems and still
reliable results can be obtained. There are several biological problems in the number
range between 5 and 15,[91, 92, 93, 94] which could not be investigated.
An advantage of CoPS is also the estimation of the numbers and the mean molecular
brightness at the same time. Thus, not only changes in numbers could be observed,
but also changes in the brightness, due to environmental or intramolecular effects.
2. Materials & Methods

In the first part of this chapter the optical setups will be described which have been used to acquire fluorescence data. Up to now a confocal microscope has been applied for the application of counting by photon statistics (CoPS). For measurements of CoPS in combination with stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy, a new detection device was built, in cooperation with Pit Bingen and Thorsten Staudt (AG Hell, DKFZ, Heidelberg), and it is described here. The necessary changes compared to a confocal setup are pointed out and the detection efficiency of each setup is analyzed. The application of CoPS requires high molecular brightness. Therefore, the achieved detection efficiency is generally of importance and measurements to compare the detection efficiency of individual setups will be presented. The experimentally acquired data has been compared to simulations. The Monte Carlo (MC) simulations will be introduced and the modeled physical processes will be described. In the later parts the applied probes are described and the preparation of samples is presented. The last part will be about the computational implementation of the model function and the error estimation of a single fit. In further analysis a heuristic error distribution of CoPS is investigated.

2.1. Data Acquisition & Simulations

Before describing the setups, I want to define some variables and units, which are generally used during this thesis:

- The excitation laser in the setups are driven with different repetition rates (confocal = 20 MHz, STED = 18 MHz). Therefore the mean intensity has to be corrected to compare the photons per pulse. During the measurements the laser intensity was measured before the dichroic mirror and the objective. Additionally the beam focus has a Gaussian intensity profile and the intensity is largest in the center. In the simulations, this was not accounted for and a binary excitation profile has been assumed. I corrected for both effects and the laser excitation will be given in μW of the confocal setup.

- The fluorescence intensity will be generally given in kHz. When I describe the photon emission process I will sometimes refer to the probability of photon counts per laser cycle (cplc). For conversion the probability has to be multiplied by the laser frequency.

- The mean molecular brightness \( p_{\text{CoPS}} \) estimated by CoPS is generally given in photon counts per laser cycle and molecule (cplcm). In the Figures, when it is
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plotted with the intensity, it is multiplied with the laser frequency and gives the mean photon emission of a single molecule at the laser frequency.

− The acquisition time to accumulate statistics of multi detection events (mDE) is generally referred to as $t_{ac}$.

2.1.1. Confocal Setup

A standard microscope in fluorescence microscopy is the so called confocal setup. The principle is shown in Figure 2.1 a). The out of focus light is blocked in the excitation and detection beam path respectively by use of a pinhole. The detected light therefore originates from the confocal volume, which can be as small a few fL. To acquire microscopic images, the field of view (FOV) is scanned by the focal volume, either by moving the table or the laser focus. The resolution is calculated to:

$$\Delta x_{\text{lateral}} = \frac{0.4\lambda}{\text{NA}}$$ (2.1)

$\lambda$ is the wavelength of light, and NA is the numerical aperture. The achieved resolution is a little bit better than in widefield microscopy because the confocal volume is the product of the excitation PSF and detection PSF. The z-Resolution calculates to

$$\Delta x_{\text{axial}} = \frac{1.4\lambda n_{\text{ref}}}{\text{NA}^2}$$ (2.2)

$n_{\text{ref}}$ represents the refractive index.

A confocal setup (see Figure 2.1 b)) has been used to acquire fluorescence information of the samples. The excitation source is a 635 nm pulsed picosecond laser diode (LDH-P-635, PicoQuant, Berlin, Germany). It can be operated at repetition rates of 10 MHz to 80 MHz (PDL800B, PicoQuant, Berlin, Germany). The excitation light passes an excitation filter centered at 635 nm (HQ 635/10, AHF Analysetechnik AG, Tübingen, Germany) and is then directed via a telescope ($f=16\text{mm} \& f=60\text{mm}$) with a 100 µm pinhole into an inverted microscope (Zeiss AxioVert S100-TV, Oberkochen, Germany) using a dichroic mirror (DM) (F53-488, AHF Analysetechnik AG, Tübingen, Germany) to illuminate the back-aperture of a microscope lens (PlanApo 100 ×, NA 1.4, Olympus Corp., Japan). Fluorescence emitted by the sample is collected by the same lens and passes a telescope array ($f=50\text{mm} \& f=50\text{mm}$) for confocal detection with a 100 µm pinhole.

The detection scheme represents an extended HBT array and is split into four beams of equal intensities using three 50:50 beam-splitter (BS). The fluorescence signal passes an emission filter (675/50, AHF Analysetechnik AG, Tübingen, Germany). Four avalanche photon diodes (APDs, SPCM AQR-13, Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA), which are operated by 4 synchronized TCSPC-cards SPC 130 (Becker& Hickl, Berlin, Germany) connected to a NI SCB-68 Connector Block (National Instruments, Austin, Tx, USA) detect the photons. The microscope is equipped with a piezo-stage (Physik Instrumente (PI), Karlsruhe, Germany) operated by a controller (PI E501:00, PI) for positioning of the sample in the confocal observation volume with nanometer precision. Stage scanner and photon-counting cards are controlled by custom software modules in
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Figure 2.1.: a) Confocal principle: Mainly light from the excitation focus is directed to the detector. The out of focus light is not focused by the lenses at the detection pinhole. b) The confocal setup used for data acquisition. The excitation path corresponds to a confocal setup, while the detection pathway shows an extended HBT setup with an array of four APD. The TCSPC information of the photon stream is saved for later analysis.

LabView (LabView 7.1, National Instruments, Austin, Texas, USA) for synchronized data acquisition.

The microscope software enables the acquisition of images and the Pick & Destroy (PnD) approach. Spots in the acquired image can be picked manually or by a intensity threshold with a peakfinding algorithm. The fluorescence transients of the registered spots are observed one by one with full control of the acquisition time.

During my thesis the microscope setup was under a constant construction and readjustment process. However, a major increase in detection efficiency was obtained by choice of a different objective lens (Zeiss Plan Fluar, 100 ×, 1.45 oil immersion), the removal of the tubus lens from the inverted microscope, removing the detection pinhole and a new fluorescence filter (685/70, AHF). During my thesis only surface immobilized probes have been investigated, so removing of the detection pinhole is justified. For convenience I will refer to the modified setup with Zeiss objective as Zeiss-confocal and to the setup with Olympus objective as Olympus-confocal. The experiments presented here are conducted on both setups. The measurements of Hyp5 and DNA origami have been run with the Olympus-confocal. The nucleotide labeled probe with 4 labels (NuP4) experiments have been accomplished with the Zeiss-confocal.
2.1.2. STED-CoPS Setup

2.1.3. Principle

In the introduction I have shown, that two nearby fluorescent emitters cannot be distinguished at arbitrary distances. The resolution is limited by diffraction to few 100 nm with visible light (see Figure 1.3). Recent methods have been developed to circumvent this barrier, for example localization microscopy (see in Figure 1.4) and reversible saturable optical fluorescence transitions (RESOLFT) microscopy. The principle behind localization microscopy, especially PALM, is explained in 1.1.4. The STED principle and setup components will be explained briefly here, for more details about STED theory it is referred to the associated PhD thesis of Pit Bingen. The RESOLFT methods circumvent the diffraction limit by silencing the fluorescent emitters in the outer rim of the excitation profile. Thereby, it is assured that fluorescence emission arises from molecules in a spot smaller than the diffraction limited excitation profile (see Figure 2.2). To suppress the emission of fluorescent labels RESOLFT approaches take advantage of saturable molecular transitions. Fluorescence emission is a transition from the excited state $S_1$ to the ground state $S_0$. By depleting the $S_1$ state the fluorescence emission can be suppressed and the emitters are silenced.

![Diagram of STED-CoPS setup](image)

Figure 2.2.: a) Lateral intensity profile of the excitation beam (green), STED beam (red) and overlay. b) Scheme of the intensity profile overlay of the excitation (green,–), STED(red,–) and the resulting fluorescence excitation profile (black,-). c) Scheme of the STED-CoPS setup. The laser scanning STED microscope with excitation and STED laser requires the quadscanner to raster the sample. The beam profiles are generated in the chromatic segmented waveplate (SWP). The detector-array is connected via fiber coupling and shows a extended HBT scheme to observe mDEs.
In STED microscopy super resolution is achieved by confining the spatial probability of fluorescent labels to emit photons. This is ensured by overlaying the diffraction limited excitation profile, with a doughnut shaped depletion beam (see Figure 2.2a). All molecules in the excitation laser beam might get excited, however, due to the intense STED beam, the molecules distant to the center are rapidly transferred to the ground state upon stimulated emission. The long wavelength photons can be spectrally separated and the fluorescence signal from the sub-diffraction volume can be observed.

2.1.4. Implementation

The STED setup used in this work has been built for parallel STED microscopy and is described in more detail in the associated PhD thesis. During the process of data acquisition for CoPS-STED it has been converted to an easySTED setup depicted in Figure 2.2c.

As an excitation serves a supercontinuum source at 633 nm (SC450-20-2, Fianium, Southampton, United Kingdom), which also procure the STED wavelength at 745 nm. The laser wavelengths are coupled into a common fiber to ensure spatially self-aligned beams. After passing the single-mode polarization maintaining NA=0.12 fiber (PM630-HP, Thorlabs, USA), the fiber output is collimated using a $f=20\, \text{mm}$ lens. The beam is further focused into a custom-made beam-scanner (QuadScanner, described in more detail elsewhere Patent number: WO2010069987), consisting of four galvano-metric mirrors (Cambridge Technology, USA), placed next to a commercial microscope (DMI 3000B, Leica Microsystems, Germany). The segmented waveplate (SWP) used as beam-shaping device (B. Halle, Germany) is placed just before the 1.46 numerical aperture 100× oil objective lens (Leica Microsystems, Germany). Most importantly, regardless of the input polarization, the SWP shapes the STED beam into a doughnut-shaped beam with a central zero intensity in the focal plane as required for reversible saturable (fluorescence) transitions (RESOLFT) methods while leaving the excitation wavelengths essentially unaltered. After passing the scan lens, the fluorescent beams are decoupled from the excitation path by crossing the bandpass filter, previously used in reflection. The maximal detection band is therefore limited by the bandpass filter to $\sim 650\, \text{nm}$ to $720\, \text{nm}$. Finally, additional shortpass (SP750, Semrock, USA) and bandpass (675/50, Semrock, USA) interference filters are placed in the detection path to further isolate the fluorescence from reflected excitation and STED light. The fluorescence signal is coupled into a multimode fiber (NA 0.275, Core $\phi 62.5\, \mu\text{m}$, M31L01, Thorlabs, USA) and transmitted to the CoPS detection setup. The fluorescence signal is first collimated using a $f=20\, \text{mm}$ lens and then focused by an $f=200\, \text{mm}$ lens to 4 APDs (SPCM-AQRH-13/15, Perkin-Elmer, USA) in an extended HBT arrangement using three 50:50 beam-splitter. The read-out of the APDs is processed by a synchronized, four-channel TCSPC module (HydraHarp 400, PicoQuant, Germany). For the reconstruction of images, synchronization signals (line start/stop, frame clock) from the FPGA board, controlling the quadscanner, are looped through. Data read out and image construction is conducted by home-built MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA) and C++ (Visual C++, Redmond, USA) code.

For scanning a fluorescent sample in axial direction and reducing thermal drifts, the
sample was clamped directly to the objective lens by a home-build sample holder with an integrated linear piezo-electrical actuator (PI, Karlsruhe, Germany) for controlling the axial position of the sample. Scanning as well as data processing of the collected signal was controlled using a FPGA board (PCI-7833R, National Instruments, USA) and self-made scanning software (LabVIEW, National Instruments, USA) written by Johann Engelhardt (AG Hell, DKFZ, Heidelberg).

2.1.5. Brightness Comparison

The fluorescence signal from a single molecule can be characterized by the so-called molecular brightness.\[21\] In this work, the molecular brightness $p_{MB}$ is defined as the probability to detect a photon from a single emitter in one laser cycle. In a microscope setup with pulsed laser excitation it can be defined as following:

\[
p_{MB} = \frac{I(x, y)}{h\nu \cdot LF} \cdot \sigma_{abs} \cdot \Phi_f \cdot \eta_{det} = E_{ph}(x, y) \cdot \sigma_{abs} \cdot \Phi_f \cdot \eta_{det} \tag{2.3}
\]

$I$ is the local laser power in [W/cm²], $h\nu$ is the energy of the photons in [J], $LF$ is the repetition rate of the laser in [Hz], $\sigma_{abs}$ the absorption cross section in [cm²], $\Phi_f$ the quantum yield, $\eta_{det}$ the detection efficiency of the setup and $E_{ph}(x, y)$ is the local pulse energy in [photons/cm²].

The molecular brightness $p_{MB}$ is influenced by many processes. The number of absorption processes are obviously dependent on $p_{MB}$ and can be adjusted in experiments by the applied laser power. The quantum yield $\Phi_f$ (see equation (1.3)) describes the efficiency of the fluorescent transition and is a reporter of the molecular environment and photophysical processes.\[10\] The detection efficiency $\eta_{det}$ of the setup is dependent on the numerical aperture $NA = n_{ref} \sin(\Theta)$ of the objective lens, the refractive index of the immersion media $n_{ref}$, the opening angle of the objective $\Theta$, the transmission of all optical elements $T_{opt}$ and the detection efficiency of the APDs $\eta_{APD}(\lambda)$ at the desired wavelength.

\[
\eta_{det} = (1 - \cos(\Theta)) T_{opt} \eta_{APD}(\lambda) \tag{2.4}
\]

The parameters for the detection efficiency $\eta_{det}$ are all properties of the electronic and optical elements. The APDs are currently the most sensitive detectors with TCSPC abilities. They achieve a detection efficiency of about $70\%$ at wavelengths of $600\text{nm}$ to $700\text{nm}$. A series of optical elements is necessary to guide and shape the beam in the setup, however each additional optical element is reason for losses. The fluorescence emission of freely rotating molecules is isotropic. The solid angle of the objective describes the amount of photons accumulated by the lens. A typical value for the opening angle $\Theta$ of oil immersion objectives is $73^\circ$ (Zeiss) and $71^\circ$ (Olympus). They can therefore collect $35\%$ and $34\%$ of all emitted photons, respectively. By considering only the collection efficiency and the detection efficiency of the APD the best detection efficiency one can achieve is about $24\%$. Yet, the detection efficiency can also be determined in experiments.
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Figure 2.3.: Saturation curves of single ATTO 647N molecules at the different setups used during this thesis. The data is fitted by a saturation function $A (1 - \exp(-cx))$ to estimate the saturation intensity $A$.

To test the efficiency of our setup, I measured the saturation curve of single molecules of ATTO 647N which have been immobilized via streptavidin-biotin binding to a single-molecule surface (for the protocol see section 2.3). Fluorescence images have been acquired at increasing laser power. The fluorescence emission rises in a non-linear manner due to the saturation effect. By analysis of the images, the intensity of single spots can be determined and can be calculated in reference to the laser repetition rate. In Figure 2.3 the evolution of the fluorescence signal is shown. The box plot indicates the median and the central 68% of the data. The fluorescence signal is increasing up to a laser power of 20 µW for the confocal setups and about 50 µW for the STED setup. The saturation value is dependent on the individual setups and saturates for the Zeiss-confocal at 1.3%, for the Olympus-confocal at 0.8% and for the confocal STED setup at 0.3%. The fluorescence signal of a single molecule of ATTO 647N can therefore be estimated to 260 kHz, 160 kHz and 60 kHz at 20 MHz laser excitation.

Nevertheless, the high laser powers required to achieve saturation are reason for photobleaching [20, 26] and should be avoided in quantitative methods. In the experiments the laser power was set to a minimal level to achieve a sufficient signal to noise ratio but to avoid photobleaching effects at measurements timescales. With CoPS, both the number of fluorophores and the mean molecular brightness can be estimated at the same time. Therefore, one can analyze and compare the different probes and setups directly in their individual molecular brightness.

In Figure 2.4 the mean molecular brightness estimated by CoPS in different experi-
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Figure 2.4.: Individual mean molecular brightness of different samples and setups is displayed as a box plot. The median and the central 68% of the data are indicated by the center and error bars. The first 6 entries represent CoPS analysis of simulated data of emitter. The NuP4 probe has been acquired at the Zeiss-confocal. The HyP5 and DNA origami sample has been measured at the Olympus confocal. The entries marked by STED, show the estimated molecular brightness of NuP4 on the STED-CoPS setup. The excitation intensity has been 9 µW and STED intensity is increasing from left to right.

ments is shown. The center of the box plot displays the median of the distribution and the error bars indicate the central 68% of the data. The first 6 data points are acquired by simulation and show a decay in the molecular brightness due to the decrease in excitation power. The NuP4 probe was observed at the Zeiss-confocal and shows a molecular brightness of 5.6 · 10^{-3} cplcm with an wide spread distribution. The HyP5 sample and DNA origami have been measured at the Olympus-confocal and the molecular brightness is estimated to 2.5 · 10^{-3} cplcm and 2.1 · 10^{-3} cplcm. The achieved molecular brightness at the STED setup is slightly lower. The molecular brightness of the NuP4 sample in the confocal case is 1.6 · 10^{-3} cplcm and decreases by application of the STED beam to about 4 · 10^{-4} cplcm to 8 · 10^{-4} cplcm.

It is reasonable to see that the most prominent changes in molecular brightness appear by use of different microscopes. The detection efficiency among the three detection setups as well as the molecular brightness varies by a factor of four.

The large variations can also be explored in the saturation measurements of single ATTO647N molecules in Figure 2.3. The probability to detect a photon from a single emitter at the same excitation power is 4 · 10^{-3} cplc, 2 · 10^{-3} cplc and 1 · 10^{-3} cplc for the Zeiss-confocal, Olympus-confocal and the STED setup, respectively. The estimated
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molecular brightness from CoPS mirrors the relative results very well, however, they have been obtained by probes with several dyes attached.

2.1.6. Monte Carlo Simulations

Monte Carlo simulations are named after a famous casino in Monaco,[98, 99] as they rely on stochastic processes as much as gambling does. Those simulations are a method that is often applied in mathematics and physics, when complex systems with numerous degree of freedoms are considered and it is impractical to compute an exact result. Using random numbers, the probability distribution of a physical process can be sampled and several successive physical processes can easily be combined. Running the model numerous times, the simulated experiments probability density function is sampled. By making assumptions about the probability distribution of high level processes, the simulated data can be obtained directly. However, the assumptions may approximate in some way and the experimental error might be underestimated. Dependent on the complexity of the problem, the simulations can attribute for the basic physical processes.

A scheme of the MC simulations applied in this work is depicted in Figure 2.5. The fluorescence transients are modeled starting the absorption and emission process of single molecules. All measurements presented in this thesis, have been performed by simulation of the dye ATTO 647N (absorption coefficient $1.5 \cdot 10^5 \text{L/molcm}^2$, Quantum Yield 65%, lifetime 3.5 ns).[100] The triplet state lifetime is of minor importance because the ROXS buffer efficiently deplet this state (see section 2.4). For simulations the mean fluorescence intensity $I$ of a single molecule of ATTO 647N was calculated with equation (2.3)

$$I = p_{mb}LF$$

The detection efficiency of the setup has been estimated to about 15% (see the detailed considerations in section 2.1.5), the background was modeled with a brightness of $5 \cdot 10^{-5} \text{cplcm}$. The number of acquired photons is then randomly distributed to a series of laser cycles with equal probability (Figure 2.5, 1 → 2). The process is repeated for each of $n$ simulated molecules and for the background. All emitted photons are accumulated in a photon emission trace and the individual photons are randomly attributed to one of the four APDs. In case of two photons arriving at a single detector in a single laser cycle, the earlier photon is accounted for and other photons are discarded, because of the detector dead time. The data of “detected” photon arrival times is stored for later analysis.

2.2. Quantitative Probes

To analyze the performance of a quantitative method, reliable standard probes are necessary. The most important feature of the probe is the possibility to observe a well defined number of labels with the least possible variation within the probe. In this
thesis three different samples were applied: a hybridization DNA sample with five attached labels (HyP5), a DNA sample with four labels attached to the DNA nucleotides (NuP4) and DNA origamis. In this section the details of each sample are explained.

2.2.1. NuP4 Probe

The NuP4 probe in Figure 2.6 a) consists of a single stranded DNA (ssDNA) with 4 labels of ATTO 647N (ATTO Tec, Berlin, Germany) covalently linked to nucleotides. The ssDNA with 94 bases (5’-TUG GGA TAG GGG TCC TCC TCG TTT TGG GAA GGT CCT CCT CGT TTT GGG ATA GGG GUC CTC CTC GTT TTG GGA TAG GGG TCC TCC TCG UT-3’, Biomers, Ulm, Germany) has four uridines U in the structure, each labeled with an ATTO 647N molecule (ATTO Tec). The label is covalently bound to the 2’-O-Propargyl compound of the uridine ribose. The reverse
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Figure 2.6.: a) The NuP4 probe consists of a long ssDNA strand (green) with four nucleotides with covalently bound ATTO 647N (red). By hybridization with another ssDNA (black) labeled with a biotin (violet), the probe can be immobilized to the singe-molecule surface. b) The HyP5 probe consists of four small ssDNA strands labeled with ATTO 647N (green) and a long ssDNA modified with biotin and ATTO 647N (red). By hybridization, each probe can have up to 5 emitters. The biotin allows immobilization of the probes to singe-molecule surfaces.

strand (5’-AAC GAG GAG GAC CCC TAT CCC AAA ACG AGG AGG ACC CCT ATC CCA AAA CGA GGA GGA CCC CTA TCC CAA AAC GAG GAG GAC CCC TAT CCC AA-3’, Sigma Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany) is modified on the 3’ end with a biotin for immobilization to singe-molecule surfaces. Both ssDNA strands are mixed in equal concentrations and hybridized by heating up to 90°C for 5 min. The sample is then cooled slowly by driving a gradient of −2° min⁻¹ to room temperature in a thermocycler (PTC-100, MJ Research, Ramsey, MN, USA).

2.2.2. HyP5 Probe

The HyP5 probe in Figure 2.6(b) was already subject of previous investigations. The probe consists of a long ssDNA with 94 bases (5’-AAC GAG GAG GAC CCC TAT CCC AAA ACG AGG AGG ACC CCT ATC CCA AAA CGA GGA GGA CCC CTA TCC CAA AAC GAG GAG GAC CCC TAT CCC AA-3’, Sigma Aldrich). The 5’ end is amino modified for labeling with a fluorescent dye. The 3’ end is biotinilated for immobilization of the sample to a surface. The nucleotide pattern was designed in that manner that four smaller oligonucleotides can hybridize and result in five emitters per
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A 24 bases DNA was purchased with a complementary pattern (5’- TTG GGA TAG GGG TCC TCC TCG TT-3’, Sigma Aldrich). The 5’ end is amino-modified for later labeling with a fluorescent dye. The probes measured in this work have been labeled with ATTO 647N (ATTO Tec, Siegen, Germany) via NHS Ester by a standard protocol provided by ATTO Tec. Labeled probes have been purified by HPLC and the degree of labeling for each has been determined by absorption spectroscopy. The degree of labeling was estimated to 97% for the long ssDNA and to 151% for the short ssDNA. The dye and its position are identical to the NuP4 sample.

2.2.3. DNA origami Probe

The DNA origami measured in this thesis were kindly provided by Jürgen Schmied (AG Tinnefeld). The DNA origamis used for the experiments are equal to the rectangular DNA origamis already published. Detailed sketches of DNA origamis can be found in the Appendix section. Unmodified and modified staple strands were purchased from MWG (Munich, Germany) or IBA (Göttingen, Germany) at a concentration of 100 µM and were used without further purification. DNA origamis were formed with a molar ratio of 1:30 between the viral and the unmodified staple strands and 1:100 between the viral DNA and the modified staple strands. For preparation of the scaffold strand *Escheria coli* strain K91 was infected with the M13mp18 phage p7249. After amplification, the phage particles were separated, purified and their single stranded DNA was extracted and purified similar as described before. The concentration of phage DNA was adjusted to 100 nM.

For folding of the scaffold strand with modified and unmodified staple strands, they
were diluted in 1xTAE buffer containing 12.5 mM MgCl₂. The rectangular DNA origamis involve the same sequences as published in the Supporting Information of Rothemund.[101] The rectangles were immobilized on a bovine serum albumin (BSA)-biotin-streptavidin surface via the biotin modified oligonucleotides shown in Table 2.1. The biotins are located on the opposite side of the DNA origamis compared to the dyes.

| r1t14f | Biotin - ATA GAA AAA GCC TGT TTA GAA GGC CGG |
| r7t2e | Biotin - GCG ACC AGG CGG ATA AGT GAA TAG GTG |
| r-7t2f | Biotin - TAG CTT TTG CGG GAT CGT CGG GTA GCA |
| r-7t22f | Biotin - TTT AAC GTC AAA GGG CGA AGA ACC ATC |
| r7t22e | Biotin - CAG TCA CCT TGC TGA ACC TGT TGG CAA |

Table 2.1.: Biotin modified oligonucleotides used for immobilization of the rectangular DNA origamis on a BSA-biotin-streptavidin surface.

The hybridization was carried out in an Eppendorf (Hamburg, Germany) thermocycler starting with denaturation (95°C for 30 s) followed by controlled annealing (cooling to 20°C in 0.1°C steps every 6 s). After folding the excess of staple strands was removed by filtration using Amicon (Schorndorf, Germany) Ultra-0.5 ml Centrifugal filters (100000 MCO) according to manufacturer’s instructions. The DNA origamis solution was washed three times with 1xTAE + 12.5 mM MgCl₂ buffer and concentrated to a final volume of 20 µl with a concentration of about 10 nM. In order to avoid dimerization of DNA origamis, oligonucleotides corresponding to border columns were omitted. The distance between two dye-molecules within the same column was 12 nm for the samples with 6 and 18 dye molecules and 6 nm for the sample with 36 dye molecules.[101] Samples with 6 nm and samples with 12 nm distance have been measured for DNA origamis with 12 dye molecules.

2.3. Single Molecule Surfaces

For the observation of the same single molecule, the probe needs to be immobilized. A standard protocol of BSA-biotin surfaces could be applied for the confocal microscope. Because the BSA surface showed increased autofluorescence by STED illumination, the samples for the STED measurements are immobilized by an unspecific binding.

2.3.1. Confocal Samples

In order to immobilise of the probes for confocal microscopy an eight chamber cover glass Lab-TekTM (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) was first cleaned with hydrofluoric acid (0.1%, Sigma-Aldrich) twice for 30 seconds. After rinsing with MilliQ grade water, the surface of the chambers was incubated with a mixture of bovine serum albumin (BSA) and biotinylated BSA at a ratio of 20:1 for 30 min (both Sigma-Aldrich, Germany). By washing with phosphate buffered saline (PBS, Sigma-Aldrich)
removing free proteins were removed and the surface was subsequently treated with recombinant Streptavidin (Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 min. Then the surface was washed three times with PBS. For a convenient density of probes per area a 0.5 nM solution of the hybridized sample is incubated for 10 min. This means that at least several probes are immobilized in the image area, but still in a spatial distance greater than twice the resolution limit, so that they can be observed individually.

2.3.2. STED Samples

In STED samples the use of BSA proteins needed to be avoided because of the activation of autofluorescence by the STED beam. The immobilization was achieved by unspecific binding to poly-L-lysine coated surfaces.

Glass slides (Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) have been cleaned with hydrofluoric acid (0.1 %, Sigma-Aldrich) twice for 30 seconds. After rinsing with MilliQ grade water and drying with compressed air, the surface of the chambers was incubated with a 0.01% poly-L-lysine solution (Sigma-Aldrich) for 15 min. The surface was rinsed with MilliQ grade water and dried afterwards. A 0.5 nM solution of the hybridized sample is incubated for 10 min to achieve a convenient probe density of immobilized probes (see confocal samples).

2.4. ROXS Buffer

The ROXS buffer applied in this thesis is a degased 5xPBS buffer containing 300 mM glucose (all chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich) and 12.5 % (v/v) glycerin. Shortly before measurement reducing and oxidizing agents are added to their final concentration of 1 mM MV, 1 mM AA, 1 mM TCEP, 2 Units/µl glucose oxidase and 250 Units/µl catalase are used as enzymatic oxygen and scavenging system. The solution is carefully mixed and then filled into the Lab-Tek chamber. Afterwards the chamber is sealed with Parafilm® (Brand, Wertheim, Germany) to avoid mixing with atmospheric oxygen. In case of the STED sample, a cover slide with indentation (Bresser, Rhede, Germany) was filled with ROXS buffer. A glass slide was put atop and the chamber was sealed with nail polish.

2.5. CoPS Analysis

As described in the introduction, the number of emitters and the molecular brightness can be determined from accumulated mDE statistics by CoPS. For CoPS, the fluorescence signal has to be detected with a suitable setup, with pulsed laser excitation and with an extended HBT detection array of synchronized APDs. By acquiring fluorescence transients in the previously described PnD approach, time is reduced. Only the registered spots of interest are sequentially observed and surrounding pixels are avoided. However, the method is not limited to fluorescence transients and can also be
applied in imaging.
In this section I will describe the implemented algorithm to obtain the quantitative information from the mDE statistics and I will describe the changes I made to improve the robustness of the analysis. During the thesis I could observe the error distribution of CoPS in experiments and in simulations. I will show the appearance of the distribution in different experiments and investigate the probability function.

### 2.5.1. Computational Implementation

CoPS analyzes the signal from a fluorescent spot over time to obtain numbers and mean molecular brightness. The photon stream acquired by either the confocal or STED setup is saved in the manufacturers file format with the required TCSPC information and detector channel. For each setup an I/O routine has been implemented and therefore all data could be analyzed by the same software.

![Graphs](image)

Figure 2.8.: Bootstrapping results from a single analysis window of 18 simulated emitters (a), (b)) and from 18 labels attached to a DNA origami (c), (d)). The estimated numbers are shown in red, the mean molecular brightness is shown in green. The box plot atop of distributions indicates the median and the central 68% of the data. (100 bootstrap cycles, $5 \times 10^6$ laser cycles)
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The software acquires the TCSPC data for the analysis window from file and calculates the mDE events. The mDE events are accumulated in a histogram showing the probability of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 photon detection event. The CoPS model (see equation (2.6)) is then fitted by a least-square estimation with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to the mDE probabilities. The number \( n_{cops} \) and mean molecular brightness \( p_{cops} \) are obtained.

\[
P(n, p; i) = \binom{m}{i} \left(1 - \left(\frac{m - i}{m}\right)p\right)^n \left(1 - \left(\frac{m - i}{m}\right)p_b\right) - \sum_{k=0}^{i-1} \binom{i}{k} \binom{m}{k} P(n, p; k)
\]  

(2.6)

\( m \) denotes the number of detectors and \( i \) the number of mDE. The background is modeled as a weak fluorophore with a molecular brightness of \( p_b \).

In this step I implemented bootstrapping algorithm as it increases the robustness of the fit and allows estimations of errors. The bootstrapping method is a statistical method and can be attributed to the class of resampling methods. The underlying principle, is to provide repeated simulated observations from a single data set. In this work, different mDE statistics for fitting are acquired from a random subset (75%) of all laser cycles in the analysis bin. By repeating the process for 100 times, the fitting distribution from the bin is obtained.

In Figure 2.8 the bootstrapping results from CoPS analysis of simulated data with 18 emitter at an excitation power of 12 µW (a), b)) and of a DNA origami with 18 labels attached at 10 µW is shown (c), d)). The values for the number estimates are \( 18 \pm 2 \) for simulated and \( 18 \pm 3 \) for the DNA origami data. The median values for the brightness are \( (4.3 \pm 0.4) \cdot 10^{-3} \) cplcm for the simulated data and \( (2.9 \pm 0.4) \cdot 10^{-3} \) cplcm for the experimental data.

By bootstrapping a distribution of results is obtained, which is centered around the dedicated value. The width of the distribution is slightly enlarged for the experimental data and mirrors the precision of a single estimate by CoPS in a single analysis window. The estimate become more robust as the extreme results are not considered, but the median of the distribution is the result in number. By obtaining the width of the distribution an adequate error estimate is available.

The precision of CoPS is determined by the difference of mDE statistics for different dye numbers and mean molecular brightness. The difference between one and two molecule is indicated by the existence of a certain probability for 2DE. The difference is decreasing with increasing number. This can be visualized by illustrating the parameter space of the fit.

The parameter space shows the \( \chi^2 \) between the experimental data and the model function (equation (2.6)) for varying model parameter \( n \) and \( p_{cops} \). In Figure 2.9 a) the parameter space for the mDE statistics from 18 simulated emitters at 8 µW is shown. The black circles are obtained in the bootstrapping process from Figure 2.8 and estimation by CoPS is determined to 18±2 emitters with a mean molecular brightness of \( (4.3 \pm 0.4) \cdot 10^{-3} \) cplcm. The parameter space shows a curve with a low \( \chi^2 \). Along the minimal line, the differences in \( \chi^2 \) are relatively low. In the axes b) and c) I have
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Figure 2.9.: a) The logarithmic parameter space of the CoPS model function to mDE statistics from 18 simulated emitters with 12 µW. The black circles indicate the bootstrapping result from Figure 2.8 with estimated 18±2 emitters with a mean molecular brightness $p_{cops}$ of $(4.3 \pm 0.4) \times 10^{-3}$ cplcm. b) The minimum projection of $\chi^2$ by varying number $n_{cops}$. c) The minimum projection of $\chi^2$ by varying mean molecular brightness $p_{cops}$. The solid black line indicates the estimation by CoPS.

plot the projection of the $\chi^2$ minimum for the numbers and for the mean molecular brightness, respectively. The parameter space is highly complex and shows many local minima, which can influence the precision of fitting and broaden the resulting distribution of $n_{cops}$ and $p_{cops}$.

2.5.2. Fitting Distribution

The exact distribution of label numbers $n_{cops}$ and the mean molecular brightness $p_{cops}$ is not exactly known. They cannot be described analytically easily, because they depend on the parameter space of the nonlinear fit and of experimental probability distributions, like shot noise, variances in quantum yield, etc. However, in the experiments probability distributions for $n_{cops}$ and $p_{cops}$ are achieved, which can be described very well by the log-normal distribution. By looking at the estimated numbers from different experiments in Figure 2.10, 6 different experiments are depicted. In the left column a), c), e) the probe have only few labels attached and in the right column b), d), f) the estimations are applied to 18 emitters. In the axes a) and b) simulated data with a mean molecular brightness of $3 \cdot 10^{-3}$ cplcm are shown. In axes c) and d) the mean molecular brightness is increased to $5.6 \cdot 10^{-3}$ cplcm for the NuP4 sample and $6.8 \cdot 10^{-3}$ cplcm for the simulated 18 emitter. In the bottom row, the DNA origami
Figure 2.10.: Observed error distributions from CoPS analysis of several samples (gray) fitted by a normal distribution (green, -) and a log-normal distribution (red, -). a) 6 Simulated emitters and b) 18 simulated emitters (both at 8 µW) c) [NuP4] probe at 10 µW d) 18 simulated emitter at 18 µW e) and f) 6 and 18 labels of ATTO 647N attached to DNA origami at 10 µW.

Data show only a mean molecular brightness of $2.1 \cdot 10^{-3}$ cplcm. Each distribution is approximated by a log-normal (red, -) and a normal (green, - -) probability distribution. The data acquired by medium and low mean molecular brightness (row 1 and 3) show a non-symmetric distribution with a tail to longer numbers. Compared to this behavior, the distributions with a higher molecular brightness in c) and d) show very narrow
distributions and the difference between the log-normal and normal distribution fit is negligible.

To quantify the results, a one-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (ks-test)\cite{107, 108} implemented in MATLAB, was applied. The one-sided ks-test is a non-parametric test and calculates the largest difference between the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the data and the cdf of the reference distribution. The null hypothesis states that the distribution is drawn from the reference distribution and is rejected otherwise. The \( p_{\text{ks}} \)-value in statistical testing describes the probability to obtain a distribution like the test distribution, by considering the null hypothesis as true.\cite{106} I tested the acquired distribution against the normal distribution and the log-normal distribution. The \( \alpha \) value, when to dismiss the null hypothesis, has been set to 5\%. The acquired values are listed in Table 2.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sample</th>
<th>normal H0</th>
<th>( p_{\text{ks}} ) [%]</th>
<th>log-normal H0</th>
<th>( p_{\text{ks}} ) [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 Sim 16</td>
<td>( \dagger )</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Sim 16</td>
<td>( \dagger )</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Sim 16</td>
<td>( \dagger )</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NuP4</td>
<td>( \dagger )</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>( \dagger )</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Sim 36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 DNA origami</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2.: Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for acquired distributions in Figure 2.10 to originate from normal or log-normal distributions. The \( \alpha \) value has been set to 5\% and the \( \dagger \) symbol indicates the rejection of the null hypothesis.

The normal distribution is rejected for all observed experiments except for the DNA origami with low molecular brightness. In contrast, the log-normal distribution is only rejected for the NuP4 sample. The resulting distribution spans here only over a single bin and applying any fit is probably not reasonable at all. Generally, considering the data, the error distribution of CoPS only appears in low MB data and is of log-normal form.

The log-normal distribution is known to represent frequency statistics\cite{109, 110} and has been applied to fit fluorescence intensity data.\cite{43} The log-normal probability density function depends on two variables. The location parameter \( \mu \) and the shape parameter \( \omega \):

\[
\text{PDF}(x \mid \mu, \omega) = \frac{1}{x \omega \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-(\ln(x) - \mu)^2 / 2\omega^2}, \quad x > 0
\]

From the parameters of the log-normal fit, the mode, median and sigma can be calculated. The mode is the most probable value in the probability distribution. The median gives the value which separates the distribution in equal parts. We define sigma as measure for the distribution width similar to that of the normal distribution by half of the 68\% confidence interval. The mode, median and sigma are connected to the parameters as follows:
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\[
\text{mode} = e^{\mu - \omega^2} \quad \text{median} = e^\mu \quad \text{sigma} = \frac{1}{2} (e^{\mu + \omega} - e^{\mu - \omega})
\]

The mode of the log-normal fit to our data describes the expected number of labels well. For a log-normal distribution the median is always larger than the mode.
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In this chapter I will describe several experiments which have been conducted to analyze characteristics of CoPS. In the introduction I reviewed many different approaches to obtain quantitative data in fluorescence spectroscopy. But observing their individual performance is difficult because reliable standard samples are missing. However it is a prerequisite to obtain reliable results in complex environments.

In section 3.1 experiments with the single stranded DNA (ssDNA) standard probe HyP5, applied in previous investigations [86] are described. By measuring the number of labels (NOL) distributions with bleaching step (BS) analysis and CoPS, it is noticed that the NOL depends on the preparation process and therefore not suited as counting standard. By introducing a new standard probe NuP4, the error prone steps in probe preparation could be circumvented and a more narrow NOL distribution could be achieved. By observing the NOL distribution with different probes and with small deviations in emitter numbers, the error distribution of CoPS can be explored and the observation of the minimal requirements and acquisition time is accomplished.

Previous simulations by Ta et.al. [85] showed the possibility to count up to 50 molecules by CoPS. To inquire the resolution and error of CoPS, simulations of various numbers of molecules and molecular brightness have been conducted. The results are presented in section 3.2. By modeling a probe without photobleaching and stable emission, simulated fluorescence transients are obtained. As the transients show no deviation in numbers and a stable fluorescence emission, the error distribution of CoPS can be determined. By simulated traces, the time and number resolution and the dependency on molecular brightness is explored.

To compare the simulations with experiments a different probe is used. DNA origamis (explained in detail in section 2.2.3) can be labeled with large numbers of emitters. With this probe it is possible to conduct the same experiments as in simulations and observe the differences. In experiments, the time and counting resolution and the counting limit is observed and the minimal requirements to apply CoPS are identified. CoPS deals with photon detection only and can therefore be combined with STED microscopy (see section 2.1.3). In section 3.4 of this chapter, the application of STED-CoPS is shown. In cooperation with the group of Prof. S. Hell (DKFZ, Heidelberg), we designed and built a setup to acquire fluorescence transients from a non diffraction limited spot for the application of CoPS. We analyze the feasibility and limits of STED-CoPS with standard samples and DNA origami with spatial arrangement of label positions.
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Figure 3.1.: a) The NuP4 probe consists of a long ssDNA strand in which four nucleotides are covalently bound to ATTO 647N (green). By hybridization with another ssDNA (black) labeled with a biotin (violet), the probe can be immobilized to the singe-molecule surface (see section 2.3). b) The HyP5 probe consists of four small ssDNA strands labeled with ATTO 647N (green) and a long ssDNA modified with biotin and ATTO 647N (red). By hybridization, each probe can show up to 5 emitters. The probe can be immobilized to single-molecule surfaces by biotin-streptavidin bindings.

3.1. Single Molecule Counting

For the evaluation of quantitative methods at the nanoscale a fluorescence standard probe is necessary. To estimate the precision and bias of the method, the NOL per probe should be precise. In previous work by Ta et al.,\[86, 84\] CoPS has been applied to a DNA hybridization probe with five dyes (HyP5 see Figure 3.1). The probe preparation is complex and prone to deviations in the actual number of attached labels. The NOL distribution attached to a single HyP5 is explored in section 3.1.3 To observe the error in experiments with less influence of probe preparation, a standard sample with a narrower NOL distribution has to be used. In the NuP4 probe, the stochastic hybridization process has been circumvented and the labels are covalently bound to one single ssDNA. By use of the NuP4 probe, the time resolution of CoPS can be investigated.
3.1. Single Molecule Counting

3.1.1. Standard sample

The well-defined stoichiometry of the NuP4 probe is achieved by omitting the stochastic hybridization process and labeling ssDNA. The fluorophor is covalently bound to a nucleotide and directly incorporated in the DNA (see Figure 3.1 and section 2.2.1). By hybridization with a biotinilated reverse strand, the probe is immobilized to a single-molecule (SM) surface. The label stoichiometry can be determined by acquiring fluorescence transients with two independent methods, BS analysis and CoPS. In this experiment I acquired fluorescence transients by PnD [81] of single NuP4 probes with four attached molecules of ATTO 647N. In a short overview scan the coordinates of individual probes are registered and each spot is observed sequentially until complete photobleaching of all emitters in the spot occurs (more details in section 2.1.1).

In Figure 3.2 a) a fluorescence transient (blue, left axes) of a NuP4 probe is shown. Four large intensity drops of about 200 kHz are visible at 3.1 s, 5.4 s, 18.4 s and 20 s and some smaller steps and one intermittence can be found at 7.7 s, 15.2 s, 17.7 s and 14.8 s, respectively. Between 20 s and 22.6 s the intensity is very low with 15 kHz. It is still above the background of about 4 kHz, though. At 21.2 s another drop in intensity occurs by about 4 kHz, which is better visible in the logarithmic plot of the 1DE (blue) in axes b). At 22.6 s the intensity is rising again to about 90 kHz.

The large drops in intensity during the transient can be attributed to photo-bleaching. The small steps of few kHz appear random and sometimes increase or decrease the count rate. The process is unclear, but maybe these are quenching effect of the local environment. It is also interesting to note that the fluorescence signal reappears at 22.6 s, because all emitters have already been “photobleached”. Obviously, a large fluorescent drop in intensity does not necessarily indicate a bleaching event. The fluorescence intensity may be inhibited (e.g. quenching, long triplet state, etc.) and recover after a while. [22] From previous publications it is known that the ATTO 647N dye possess different emissive states [111] and can cycle between them. This behavior complicates BS analysis, since switching between states might be recognized as bleaching events. The estimates of number $n_{cops}$ and brightness $p_{cops}$ by CoPS give a slightly different view. The estimates do not exploit a photophysical effect, but rather estimate $n_{cops}$ and $p_{cops}$ by analyzing the accumulated mDE statistics (see Figure 3.2 b)). The mathematical model, described in equation (1.24), is fit to the mDE statistics of about 250 ms by a nonlinear regression algorithm (see the details in section 2.5).

Number estimates by CoPS (red, right axes) indicate the initial four emitters and follow the intensity drops due to bleaching events in the fluorescence transient. However, after the fourth intensity drop at 20 s, the number estimate is not decreasing to zero and still calculated to be one. Instead, the mean molecular brightness (green, left axes, in kHz) is decreasing at 20 s. In the end it even shows a rise in fluorescence intensity again at 22.6 s.

CoPS does not only evaluate the number of emitters, but also assess inherently the mean molecular brightness of the emitters. Therefore, CoPS can analyze numbers despite the photophysics of dyes and photophysics despite the numbers. In Figure 3.2 b) the probabilities for 1DE (blue) and 2DE (red) acquired in one analysis window are plotted for the fluorescence transient shown in a). Higher mDE have
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Figure 3.2.: a) A fluorescence transient of NUPE (blue, left axes) was acquired at 10 µW and 20 MHz laser frequency. The four drops in intensity indicate the number of emitters. CoPS analysis identifies the number of molecules \( n_{\text{cops}} \) (red, right axes) and the mean molecular brightness \( p_{\text{cops}} \) (green, left axes, in kHz) in a single analysis period \( t_{\text{ac}} \) of 250 ms. The red axes are offset for better visualization. b) The probabilities of 1DE and 2DE for the fluorescence transient during single analysis windows \( t_{\text{ac}} \) of 250 ms from a) are shown.

Not been measured during this transient, because the detection probability of 3 photon detection events (3DE) and 4 photon detection events (4DE) rises to observable values only at larger numbers or brighter molecules (see Figure 4.1). The acquired 2DE are less probable than 1DE by about 2 orders of magnitude. This is expected because the probability for 2 photons emitted in a single laser cycle scales with \( p_{\text{exp}}^2 \). The bleaching events can be recognized as drops in the mDE probabilities and at 20 s. When the fluorescent intensity vanishes, there is no recognizable probability for 2DE anymore. CoPS will therefore always predict a single fluorophore with low molecular brightness, as long the signal is above background.
CoPS analyzes the appearance of mDEs and thus, depends essentially on the detection of them during an analysis window (this will be discussed in detail in section 4). In order to make a significant estimate, the probability of acquiring 2DE has to be reasonably high. This can either be achieved by prolonging the acquisition time or by increasing the molecular brightness.

### 3.1.2. Characterization of CoPS

In equation (1.2) we have seen that the molecular brightness is dependent on the laser power. Thus, CoPS estimates depend on the laser power, too. Several SM surfaces of NuP4 at different excitation intensities of 2 µW, 5 µW, 7 µW and 10 µW have been observed and by PnD 401, 211, 200 and 233 transients could be accumulated, respectively. In each transient the number and the brightness are evaluated for the first analysis window. Thereby the bleaching effect is minimized and the unaltered label number is measured. By changing the size of the analysis interval \( t_{ac} \), the minimal observation time could be investigated.

The estimated numbers \( n_{cops} \) from each sample can be summarized in their probability distribution. But the intrinsic estimation variance of CoPS estimates is not known analytically (see section 2.5.2). To characterize the distributions in a robust manner, the results can be compared by the quantiles, though.

The median \( \mu_{1/2} \) is chosen to obtain the center of the distribution. It is defined as the central value of distribution, with 50% of the data on each side. I generally show the relative median \( \mu_{cops} \) to compare results from different absolute label numbers:

\[
\mu_{cops} = \frac{\mu_{1/2} - n_{\text{dedicated}}}{n_{\text{dedicated}}} \tag{3.1}
\]

Similarly to the gaussian distribution, a central quantile is chosen to describe the width of the distribution. In this work I define the precision, if not stated differently, as the central 68% of the distribution or the distance between the 16% and 84% quantile, similarly to the \( \sigma \) in the normal distribution. For a convenient comparison of data, I will generally show the relative sigma \( \sigma_{cops} \):

\[
sigma_{cops} = \frac{\mu_{+\sigma} - \mu_{-\sigma}}{2 \cdot n_{\text{dedicated}}} \tag{3.2}
\]

In Figure 3.3 a) the relative median \( \mu_{cops} \) (see equation (3.1)) is shown for 2 µW, 5 µW, 7 µW and 10 µW laser power against accumulation time \( t_{ac} \). All traces show a steep initial rise. This is the time required to accumulate mDE statistics. They reach their peak between -5% and 0% after 100 ms. The estimations at 2 µW remains at the 2% level during the whole 5 s. In contrast, the curves at higher laser powers decline faster because of photobleaching.

In the axes b) the relative sigma \( \sigma_{cops} \) (see equation (3.2)) is shown. After acquiring the essential mDE statistics after 100 ms the variance stabilizes at less than 20%. For all laser powers the behavior is similar, however, the 2 µW trace requires more time to decline.

From the analysis we can see, that a good estimate on the number is obtained at very
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Figure 3.3.: a) Time resolution of NuP4 estimates $n_{cops}$. The relative median $\mu_{cops}$ is plotted against the accumulation time $t_{ac}$ for different molecular brightness. The estimation gives quasi instantaneous results in less than 100 ms. b) The relative sigma over time is plotted against the time $t_{ac}$ for laser powers of 2 µW, 5 µW, 7 µW and 10 µW.

short time periods of 100 ms. The precision at 100 ms is about 30% and improving by increasing mDE statistics. However, for laser power larger than 2 µW, the bleaching effect becomes visible and shifts the estimation to lower values. The occurrence of bleaching events prevents an estimation of the unaltered labeling distributions and should therefore be avoided.

To study the photostability of ATTO 647N on a single molecule level, the bleaching events have been analyzed. The bleaching events in each trace from previous measurement of NuP4 have been registered manually. As the bleaching probability at 2 µW is very low, the time until complete photobleaching is very long. Therefore, only the fluorescence transients at 5 µW, 7 µW and 10 µW have been measured until complete photobleaching. The time until photobleaching is shown in the histogram in Figure 3.4.

The bleaching time probabilities are shown as circles and are approximated by a single exponential decay $f(x) = Ae^{-x/\tau}$. A is the Amplitude. For laser powers of 5 µW,
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Figure 3.4.: Probability distribution of bleaching times at three different laser powers (blue 10 µW, red 7 µW and green 5 µW). The distributions are approximated by a single exponential decay. For laser powers of 5 µW, 7 µW and 10 µW the half life has been determined to 16.8 s, 10.1 s and 6.2 s. (211, 200 and 233 transients)

In CoPS a single estimation of numbers can be as fast as 100 ms. Photobleaching has no major effect in this short acquisition time. But by prolonging the analysis interval $t_{ac} > 500$ ms, the bleaching can be observed with CoPS (see Figure 3.3). On the other hand, we have seen that the molecular brightness is essential for CoPS. The probability of mDE is scaling with powers of $p_{exp}$ and therefore a basic molecular brightness is required for estimating numbers by CoPS.

For example, the low emissive state in Figure 3.2 has a molecular brightness of about $9 \cdot 10^{-4}$ cpm and the probability that two molecules emit two photons in one laser cycle is $8.1 \cdot 10^{-7}$. In contrast, the bright state possesses a probability of $1.6 \cdot 10^{-5}$ for two photon events in case of two emitters.

Previous experiments showed the feasibility to count fluorescent labels up to 4. In Figure 3.3 the relative median and the relative sigma of the distribution are shown. But the median $\mu_{cops}$ and sigma $\sigma_{cops}$ are calculated in reference to the dedicated number by biochemical preparation. Even when the probe is designed as a standard sample, the attached label number for individual probes is not identical for all probes. It depends on the degree of labeling (DOL) of the nucleotides in probe preparation and some emitters might be not active anymore. To approve the validity of CoPS measurements, the estimates $n_{cops}$ are compared to BS analysis $n_{bs}$. The number of molecules can be estimated by evaluating the complete intensity transient and counting the intensity drops.

In Figure 3.5 the estimations from BS analysis (blue) and CoPS (red) are plotted in
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Figure 3.5.: a) Analyzed number distributions of NuP4 by BS analysis (blue) and CoPS (red) (analysis window 125 ms, laser excitation 10 µW, laser repetition 20 MHz) b) Box plot of the corresponding estimations by CoPS to each bar, estimated by BS analysis in a). The box plot shows the median and the central 68% of the data. (233 transients)

histogram a) for 10 µW and an analysis time of $t_{ac} = 125$ ms. Even though the probe was designed as a reference with exactly four labels attached, the number distribution is broader. The most probable numbers of emitters are three and four. Both methods yield similar results, however, the estimates $n_{cops}$ show more results at label numbers larger than four.

Just as in previous observations, up to three probes can bind to the free binding sites of streptavidin and shift the label numbers to larger values. This would be visible in a prominent peak at 6 and 8 emitters, which is not present. The shift to large numbers indicates therefore that CoPS is more likely to estimate large numbers. This is described in more details in section 2.5.2.

To analyze the correlation between estimates by BS analysis and CoPS, I grouped the traces in six categories according to the estimated numbers by BS analysis. The box-plot in Figure 3.5 b) is showing the median and relative sigma of CoPS analysis for each category.

The estimates by CoPS show larger values for BS numbers of 1 to 4. The emitter numbers besides three and four have however no profound statistical basis, since about 67% of the data is accumulated in these two categories (see Figure 3.5 a)). At these values both methods differ only slightly.

By not only looking at the accumulated number distributions but rather at the correlation, the conformity of methods can be explored. BS analysis tends to underestimate the number of labels because frequently bleaching steps occur simultaneously. In contrast, CoPS rather overestimates the number of emitters due to the nonlinear parameter space (see section 2.5.1). However, for label numbers up to 4, both methods estimate the distribution in a consistent manner.
3.1.3. Estimating Number of Labels

In fluorescence spectroscopy and microscopy, labels attached to the probe are the reporters of desired information, for example the location, conformation or stoichiometry. Depending on the labeling procedure the NOL per probe can vary and does not necessarily obey a 1:1 stoichiometry. The most common procedure to engage the DOL is by ensemble spectroscopy (see section 1.1.1). Thereby, the absorption at a characteristic probe wavelength is compared to one of the labels. The outcome is the label-to-probe ratio inside the whole sample batch and it is not given that no free dye remains. The DOL therefore only shows the ensemble average and gives no information about the distribution of labels.

In single molecule experiments we can obtain the NOL distribution by measuring the number of labels attached to single probes. The NOL directly shows the distribution of labeled probes and the center and variance can thus be obtained. Probes with no fluorescent label are not accounted for. And the DOL is calculated by the average of the NOL distribution.

In previous investigations by Ta et.al. a hybridization probe was used as standard sample. But the NOL of this probe can be modified by changing the ratio between long and short DNA base strands during probe hybridization. Smaller concentrations of short DNA lower the probability to obtain a perfectly hybridized probe with 5 attached labels.

Four different samples with different ratios of long base ssDNA and short marker ssDNA have been prepared (ratio 1:4, ratio 1:8, ratio 1:12 and ratio 1:16). Each sample was hybridized separately (see section 2.2.2) and immobilized on single-molecule surfaces (see section 2.3). By acquiring 183, 140, 124 and 104 transients from different marker-base-ratios, the attached label number could be assessed by CoPS and BS analysis. For BS analysis each transient was measured until complete photobleaching and the numbers are determined manually. The first 250 ms are selected for analysis by CoPS, due to rapid photobleaching.

In Figure 3.6 a) - d) the estimated NOL distribution by CoPS and BS analysis is shown for different base-marker ratios. By increasing the concentration of the small labeled ssDNA in the hybridization process, the number of labels is rising. Both methods evaluate the NOL distribution with minor differences. But BS estimates are slightly lower than in CoPS. However, the detection of bleaching steps is sometimes misleading, since two or more fluorescent emitters frequently undergo photobleaching simultaneously and appear as single step. In contrast, CoPS tends to overestimate the number of emitters determined previously. Therefore can the NOL distribution only be determined by knowledge of the methods intrinsic estimation variance or by the confidence, that the error is hidden in the label variance.

In Figure 3.6 e) the median and sigma of CoPS (red) and BS analysis (blue) are shown for ratios from a) - d). The integer output of BS analysis prevents the use of quantiles and the points show the calculated median. Error bars indicate the standard deviation. The estimates by BS analysis and CoPS match very well, as seen before. The development of labels per probe by increasing ratio is not linear, which is expected because of the complex probe design and experiments. However, the pronounced increase for
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![Graphs showing NOL distributions estimated by CoPS (red) and bleaching step analysis (blue) for a set of differently prepared HyP5. The hybridization ratio changes from a) to d) for 1:4, 1:8, 1:12 or 1:16. The estimated distributions by BS analysis and CoPS differ only slightly. From a) to d) the distribution shift to larger numbers. But not only the mean is observable, also the shape of distributions. e) The estimation mean and standard deviation for BS analysis (blue) and a box plot for CoPS (red, median and the σ quantile) indicates the overall shift in numbers by different ratios.

Figure 3.6.: NOL distributions estimated by CoPS (red) and bleaching step analysis (blue) for a set of differently prepared HyP5. The hybridization ratio changes from a) to d) for 1:4, 1:8, 1:12 or 1:16. The estimated distributions by BS analysis and CoPS differ only slightly. From a) to d) the distribution shift to larger numbers. But not only the mean is observable, also the shape of distributions. e) The estimation mean and standard deviation for BS analysis (blue) and a box plot for CoPS (red, median and the σ quantile) indicates the overall shift in numbers by different ratios.

large ratios is unexpected.

In this experiment it is shown that the NOL distribution for HyP5 probes depends on
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the probe preparation. Not only the median/mean is shifted to larger values, also the shape of the distribution is skewed. For example, at a ratio of 1:4 the most probable label number per probe is 1 but the average NOL is about 2.25.

In ensemble experiments only the degree of labeling is obtainable, which is the ratio of dye to sample concentration. In single-molecule experiments the NOL per individual probe can be directly determined and the distribution of label numbers measured. This is essential for quantitative analysis on the single molecule level.

In this chapter some basic features of CoPS have been investigated. It has already been shown that counting to numbers up to five is feasible with CoPS and gives similar results to BS analysis. But the applied standard sample has a broad distribution and depends on probe preparation (see Figure 3.6). I investigated a new standard probe NuP4 with a very narrow distribution of numbers. From that we can learn that BS analysis has a small error when counting up to four. The intrinsic estimation variance of CoPS is slightly broader and there is a systematic bias to larger numbers. The bias probably comes from the non-linear parameter space (see section 2.5.1). The mean NOL of NuP4 is therefore larger for CoPS with 4 labels/probe to 3.3 labels/probe in BS analysis. However, the median of CoPS is more robust to outliers and shows 3.8 labels/probe.

An advantage of CoPS is the estimation of numbers and brightness at the same time. In Figure 3.2 we have seen that single-molecule transients can exhibit complex patterns, which are misleading and allow different interpretation. CoPS can differentiate between changes in numbers and changes in molecular brightness. This is of course only true as long as CoPS can be applied. At low molecular brightness the probability for mDE is small and it takes a long time to accumulate statistics. So far, the application limit was not observed. A major advantage is the time resolution of CoPS, though. Up to 5 molecules can be sized in about 100 ms. The time to measure a fluorescence transient to apply BS analysis is \( n \times \tau_{LP} \) and for four molecules at 10 µW about 25 s.
3.2. Simulations

The lack of a homogeneous stoichiometric standard sample complicates the analysis of quantitative methods, because the bias and precision of the method are disguised by the NOL distribution of the labeling which is difficult to obtain. By comparison of different methods to measure the NOL distribution only the conformity of estimations can be investigated. The bias and precision of each individual method is hidden under the convolution of both methods variances. Full control about number of emitters and molecular brightness is achieved by applying simulations to obtain single molecule data. The simulations can model convenient conditions in a way that bias and variance of CoPS can be evaluated. The simulation parameters and details can be found in section 2.1.6.

In this section I will at first show that simulations deliver similar data as experimental single molecule transients. However, my intention is not to completely simulate all photophysics of organic fluorophores, like bleaching, long triplet times, etc., but rather analyze the bias and the precision of CoPS in the ideal case.

In the later parts I will use simulations of different numbers of molecules to analyze the dependence of estimations on time and investigate the counting limits of CoPS. By evaluating data with varying molecular brightness, I can observe minimal requirements for CoPS and investigate whether the achievable time resolution changes for different laser intensities, i.e. different molecular brightness.

3.2.1. Monte Carlo Simulations

I acquired the single molecule data by MC simulations. The setup-specific parameters were adjusted in order to model the microscope on which I conducted my measurements. The properties of fluorescent emitters are similar to those of the commercially available ATTO 647N dye, which is generally used in this work. The details of the simulation data can be found in section 2.1.6. In short, I modeled the photon emission from a number of n emitters of ATTO 647N. The excitation intensity is also a parameter and is varied during simulations. The properties of ATTO 647N like lifetime, absorption coefficient and quantum yield are available by the supplier. In a second step the detection process was modeled. The limited detection efficiency of the microscope and the detector is part of the simulation. The HBT is also part of the model. Therefore I could apply CoPS to simulated single-molecule transients. To use the modeled data as reference for the estimation limitations of our algorithm, I neglected bleaching events. An important simplification is also the use of the same molecular brightness for all molecules.

In Figure 3.7 a), a single molecule transient acquired in simulation and in experiment is shown. The excitation intensity in the simulation is 8 µW. The experimental data is acquired from a single molecule immobilized on the surface in ROXS buffer (see section 2.4). The excitation intensity is 10 µW and the laser repetition rate 20 MHz. Both molecules show similar intensities at selected excitation powers with 59 kHz and 69 kHz for simulation and experiments, respectively. The red trace observed in experiments
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Figure 3.7.: a) Simulated fluorescence transient of one single simulated molecule (blue, 8 µW) and a transient of one single molecule acquired in experiment (red, ATTO 647N, 10 µW). b) Photon intensity histogram of the transients in a). For the experimental data only the first two seconds are accumulated. The black lines indicate a normal fit to the data. The real molecule shows slightly larger intensity and variance. Simulated: $\langle I \rangle = 59$, $\text{FWHM} = 6.2$ kHz. Real Data: $\langle I \rangle = 69$, $\text{FWHM} = 7$ kHz.

shows a constant variance in intensity for the first two seconds, which is similar to the variance of the blue trace obtained in simulation. From second two to five the variance of the intensity increases, probably due to photoinduced processes.

To compare the photon statistics of the simulation and the experiments I plotted the photon count probability of the simulated data and of the first two seconds from the experimental transient in histogram in Figure 3.7 b). The intensity probability distributions shift slightly by 10 kHz and show a typical bell-shaped distribution. The black line shows the Gaussian fit to the data and yields a FWHM of 6.2 kHz and 7.9 kHz for simulation and experiments, respectively.

The MC simulations of single molecules yield similar photon statistics as in the experiment. However, the emission becomes stable over time and shows no random photophysics. This is intended and useful in order to observe the bias and precision in estimations by CoPS.

3.2.2. CoPS with Simulated Data

In Figure 3.8 a) a simulated fluorescence transient of 18 fluorescent emitters is shown in blue (left axes) along with the estimation by CoPS in red (right axes). The transient was simulated at a laser power of 8 µW and shows a steady fluorescence emission. By CoPS estimation, I can obtain $n_{\text{cops}}$ from accumulated photon statistics for every 250 ms and throughout the complete transient. The estimates $n_{\text{cops}}$ are located mostly around the simulated 18 molecules (solid black line). The erroneous estimations are mostly shifted to larger values and show enlarged error bars deduced from bootstrapping (see Section 2.5.1). However, it seems, that the bootstrapping error do not reflect
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Figure 3.8.: a) Fluorescence transient of 18 simulated emitters (blue, left axes) and estimations by CoPS (red, right axes). The 18 dedicated molecules are indicated by the solid black line. The number (b)) and molecular brightness (c)) estimations from 200 simulated transients are accumulated in the histogram (laser power 8 µW, analysis window 250 ms, 200 estimates).

To analyze the bias and precision in detail, I have simulated 200 fluorescence transients. In Figure 3.8 b) and c) the accumulated estimates $n_{cops}$ and $p_{cops}$ are shown. The estimations of $n_{cops}$ are distributed around the value of 17 emitters. The estimates show a non-symmetric distribution, with a tail to high molecule numbers. In contrast the left side of distribution decays fast. The probability distribution of $n_{cops}$ has been investigated in more details in section 2.5.2. However, the distribution of $n_{cops}$ can be fit by a log-normal function (black line). The median $\mu_{\text{logn}}$ converged to 16.8 and sigma $\sigma_{\text{logn}}$ to 2.5. By calculating the quantiles from the data, the median $\mu_{cops}$ is derived to 16.8 and the sigma $\sigma_{cops}$ is 2.4.

The log-normal distribution resembles the estimated number distribution, because it seems to model the parameter space of CoPS model (see section 2.5.2). But the calculation of quantiles gives similar results for large data sets and avoids the fitting procedure. In all analysis of this work, the quantiles are used to estimate the center $\mu_{cops}$ and width of the distribution $\sigma_{cops}$.

The median, as the center of the distribution, gives a good estimate on the simulated number with an offset of -6%. The counting precision of 13% is quite narrow.

The molecular brightness $p_{cops}$ is also distributed non-symmetrically, however it is skewed to a large molecular brightness. The median $\mu_{cops}$ can be determined to $3.1 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{ cpm cl}$ and the sigma $\sigma_{cops}$ to $4.4 \cdot 10^{-4} \text{ cpm cl}$.

The fluorescence transient shows a constant intensity over the whole time and the acquired photons contribute to the mDE statistics required for CoPS. Therefore, the model to estimate the number of emitters is linked to the fluorescence intensity. The
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intensity needs to reflect the product of \( n_{\text{cops}} \) and \( p_{\text{cops}} \). This principle is obvious, it is only true in an approximate way, though. The detection of two simultaneous photons is not possible on the same detector, because of the detector dead time. One photon does not attribute to the intensity. But it is accounted for in CoPS. The probability of two photons arriving at the same detector at the same laser cycle is included in the model and both photons are included in estimations of \( p_{\text{cops}} \). Nevertheless, when the fitting algorithm converges at largely overestimated numbers (see section 2.5.1), the molecular brightness needs to compensate.

3.2.3. Time Dependency of CoPS Estimates

CoPS analysis is a non-invasive measurement and estimates are obtained quasi-instantaneously. The time resolution is only limited by the required laser cycles in order to accumulate the necessary \( \text{mDE} \) statistics for the non-linear regression. To obtain the time resolution, estimations of varying acquisition windows \( t_{ac} \) are evaluated. For an excitation intensity of \( 8 \mu W \), 200 fluorescence transients have been simulated for 5s with 6, 12, 18, 36 or 50 emitters.

In Figure 3.9 a) the estimation median \( \mu_{\text{cops}} \) (see equation (3.1)) is plotted against \( t_{ac} \). For all molecules the median converges already at a \( t_{ac} \) of 125 ms. For numbers from 6 to 18 the estimation shows a small offset of about -5%. For molecule numbers of 36 and 50 the underestimation is more pronounced by -17% and -27% respectively. The estimations converge to a constant value over time, because the photobleaching process was not simulated.

A single estimation of \( n_{\text{cops}} \) requires only about 125 ms and counts numbers up to 18 emitters with a small offset. For larger emitter numbers the evaluation fails. In this case 36 and 50 molecules are estimated as 30 and 37 molecules, respectively.

I am not only interested in the bias, but also in the actual precision of CoPS. Therefore, I plotted \( \sigma_{\text{cops}} \) for different molecule numbers in Figure 3.9 b). The relative sigma \( \sigma_{\text{cops}} \) is decreasing rapidly for short times \( t_{ac} \) and after approximately 1s the precision is linearly improving from 10% to 5%. For the molecule numbers of 36 and 50, \( \sigma_{\text{cops}} \) is slightly lower than with the lower numbers.

By analyzing the estimation bias and precision of CoPS for different molecule numbers, the feasibility to count up to 18 emitters in few 100 ms is shown. The precision at \( t_{ac} = 1 \text{s} \) is already at 10%. However, for molecule numbers of 36 and 50, the \( \mu_{\text{cops}} \) underestimated the simulated numbers widely. This is the counting limit of CoPS in this experiment. The model function does not properly fit the simulated \( \text{mDE} \) statistics anymore. But the statistics are dependent on the molecular brightness (see section 2.5.1). In further simulations with larger molecular brightness, I first investigated the dependency of CoPS on molecular brightness.

3.2.4. Counting Sensitivity to Molecular Brightness

In Figure 3.10 a) I have plotted the \( \mu_{\text{cops}} \) for 18 simulated emitters against \( t_{ac} \) at different laser intensities 1 \( \mu W \), 2 \( \mu W \), 4 \( \mu W \), 8 \( \mu W \), 12 \( \mu W \) and 18 \( \mu W \). As seen before,
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Figure 3.9.: a) Evolution of the median $\mu_{\text{cops}}$ over the time $t_{\text{ac}}$. b) Evolution of the estimated $\sigma_{\text{cops}}$ by increasing the time $t_{\text{ac}}$. The data was simulated at a laser intensity of 8 $\mu$W

The median increases at the beginning of each trace. For laser intensities larger than 2 $\mu$W it approaches to slight underestimation of 6% with increasing analysis window time. The offset for laser intensities of 1 $\mu$W and 2 $\mu$W is larger and approaches -53% and -24% after 3 s.

The relative sigma $\sigma_{\text{cops}}$ is shown in Figure 3.10 b). The fast decay in the beginning can be attributed to the build up of the necessary mDE statistics. After 200 ms, when the statistics has converged, the $\sigma_{\text{cops}}$ for laser powers of 4 $\mu$W is highest (with 15%-20%) and between 1% and 10% for other excitation powers.

At laser intensities above 2 $\mu$W the relative median $\mu_{\text{cops}}$ converges quite fast to a constant offset in about 125 ms and $\sigma_{\text{cops}}$ is decreasing with $t_{\text{ac}}$. The precision is increased for higher laser intensities, due to the improved photon statistics by the larger molecular brightness. This is consistent with previous observations.

At excitation intensities of 1 $\mu$W and 2 $\mu$W $\mu_{\text{cops}}$ underestimates the simulated number. Nevertheless, the $\sigma_{\text{cops}}$ is still small, although a rather broad distribution is expected from a non-converging fit. In Figure 3.9 the $\sigma_{\text{cops}}$ is very small for 36 and 50 emitter, which could not sized consistently by CoPS. Therefore, it seems that the counting limit
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Figure 3.10.: a) The development of the median $\mu_{\text{cops}}$ over time $t_{\text{ac}}$ for 18 simulated emitters at laser powers 1 µW, 2 µW, 4 µW, 8 µW, 12 µW and 18 µW. b) The development of the relative sigma $\sigma_{\text{cops}}$ over time $t_{\text{ac}}$ for 18 simulated emitters.

depends on the molecular brightness. And even when the number of emitters is not evaluated correctly, the $\sigma_{\text{cops}}$ is still small. So far the simulations have shown, that a basic laser power is required for the application of CoPS. If molecular brightness is below a threshold, the $\mu_{\text{cops}}$ underestimates the observed numbers, but $\sigma_{\text{cops}}$ is still small. This indicates that by further increasing the laser power, the counting limit of CoPS is shifted to larger values.

3.2.5. Basic Molecular Brightness

The excitation intensity is closely linked to molecular brightness (see equation (1.2)) and also the reason for photobleaching of emitters in an experiment (see Figure 3.4). To minimize the influence of bleaching, it is necessary to measure with minimal laser intensities which still allows accurate estimates.

The development of $\mu_{\text{cops}}$ with increasing laser intensity and therefore molecular bright-
ness is shown in Figure 3.11. Raising the laser intensity to 4 μW increases $\mu_{cops}$ for all molecules. For molecule numbers from 6 to 18, $\mu_{cops}$ approaches -5% for laser intensities larger than 8 μW. For 36 and 50 molecules, in contrast, the $\mu_{cops}$ is decreasing to -25% and -40% by increasing the laser intensities.

The dependence on the relative sigma $\sigma_{cops}$ to the laser intensity shows a strong increase from 1 μW to 4 μW and then decays to 5% for all molecules at large excitation intensities.

The $\mu_{cops}$ is underestimating numbers of 36 and 50 emitters even for a molecular brightness of $6.4 \cdot 10^{-3}$ cplcm. Additional simulations at even larger molecular brightness have so far not been conducted, because the computational power to simulate 50 emitter at current molecular brightness is already high. Nevertheless, the acquisition of a signal of 3.2 MHz at 10 MHz for 500 ms is hardly possible with the confocal setup, applied in this work.

However, for the molecule numbers up to 18, CoPS allows sizing of emitters after exceeding a certain threshold level of 8 μW. The estimate is then independent of excitation. By further increasing the laser power, only the precision $\sigma_{cops}$ is improving to about 5% at 18 μW at $t_{ac} = 500$ ms.
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From these observations, the bias and precision of CoPS is known. However, in experiments we have no a priori information about the NOL of a sample. The first and most important task is to decide if a sample is different from another or if they are same. In the following I will observe the feasibility of differentiating between several close probes.

3.2.6. Counting Resolution

By accumulating statistics about \( n_{cops} \), the probability distribution is sampled and the estimate of \( \mu_{cops} \) improved. To discern two nearby NOL distributions, they have to be well separated, though.

To study the theoretical limit of discerning two adjacent number of emitters, I simulated 200 transients of 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 emitters and estimated \( n_{cops} \). In Figure 3.12 (a)-g) the probabilities for \( n_{cops} \) are shown for the different simulated probes (laser power \( 8 \mu W \), \( t_{ac} = 250 \) ms). In CoPS the probability distribution is described approximately by a log-normal distribution (black line, also discussed in section 2.5.2). The \( n_{cops} \) shift to larger numbers when increasing simulated \( n_{sim} \). This is more obvious by looking at the quantiles. The median and the central 68% of the data are plotted as box plot against the simulated numbers in axes h).

All \( n_{cops} \) distributions show similar precision and shift to larger numbers. But the distributions are broad and overlap. To investigate the confidence by which they can be discerned I applied a statistical test.

As the probability distribution of CoPS is skewed and not normally distributed I cannot apply tests which are based on the normal distribution. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test \([\text{ks-test}]^{[115,108]}\) is a two-sided, non-parametric test with no assumption of normality. \([106]\) The two sided \( \text{ks-test} \) analyzes if values of a probability distribution A are significantly larger compared to a second distribution B. The null hypothesis \( H_0 \) is therefore "the distribution B has equal or larger values than A". The null hypothesis will be rejected if the \( p_{ks} \) value drops below a prior confidence level \( \alpha_{ks} \). The \( p_{ks} \) value describes the probability to obtain two distributions A and B under the assumption that \( H_0 \) is true. If the \( p_{ks} \) is below \( \alpha_{ks} \), \( H_0 \) is rejected. The \( \text{ks-test} \) analyses the maximal distance between cumulative density function (cdf) of both distributions and estimates the \( p_{ks} \).

In the array (3.3) the \( \text{ks-test} \) is applied for each combination of distributions and the rejected null hypothesis is marked by a \( \checkmark \). When the \( p_{ks} \) is above \( \alpha_{ks} \) cannot be rejected and marked with a -. The \( p_{ks} \) values are shown in the array (3.4) in percent. The array of a perfect counting resolution would show rejections in the lower left triangle and high \( p_{ks} \) in the upper right triangle.

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
  k_{s12>12} & \cdots & k_{s18>12} \\
  \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  k_{s12>18} & \cdots & k_{s18>18}
\end{pmatrix}
= \begin{pmatrix}
  \checkmark & - & - & - & - & - & - & - \\
  \checkmark & \checkmark & - & - & - & - & - & - \\
  \checkmark & \checkmark & \checkmark & - & - & - & - & - \\
  \checkmark & \checkmark & \checkmark & \checkmark & - & - & - & - \\
  \checkmark & \checkmark & \checkmark & \checkmark & \checkmark & - & - & - \\
  \checkmark & \checkmark & \checkmark & \checkmark & \checkmark & \checkmark & - & - \\
  \checkmark & \checkmark & \checkmark & \checkmark & \checkmark & \checkmark & \checkmark & - \\
\end{pmatrix}
\quad (3.3)
\]
Figure 3.12.: Probability distribution of $n_{\text{cops}}$ of simulated probes with 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 emitters at 8 $\mu$W in a) to g) ($t_{\text{ac}} = 250$ ms). The black line indicates a log-normal fit. In axes h) the absolute median and the central 68% of the data are shown for all samples.
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In the array (3.4) the $p_{ks}$ in % for each individual comparison is depicted as before.

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
p_{ks}(12>12) & \cdots & p_{ks}(18>12) \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
p_{ks}(12>18) & \cdots & p_{ks}(18>18)
\end{pmatrix} =
\begin{pmatrix}
100 & 66 & 98 & 100 & 100 & 100 \\
0 & 100 & 98 & 100 & 100 & 100 \\
0 & 42 & 100 & 92 & 100 & 100 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 100 & 100 & 72 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1.3 & 100 & 72 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 3 & 100 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 100
\end{pmatrix} (3.4)
\]

From the two sided $\text{ks-test}$ it can be seen that the $p_{ks}$ values in the upper right half are all above the $\alpha_{ks}$ value of 0.05 and therefore the hypothesis is not rejected. In the lower left half, the hypothesis is dismissed, except a value near the diagonal. In entry $a_{32}$ the $p_{ks}$ value is 40% and therefore the hypothesis is not dismissed. Generally, it can be stated that in data which is as good as in this simulations, by CoPS it is possible to differentiate between distributions with a counting resolution of 1.

The simulation of fluorescent transients with controllable molecular brightness and stable and known emitter $n_{\text{exp}}$ provided much information about CoPS. The estimates of single traces show a log-normal distribution for $n_{\text{cops}}$ and indicate that this is a good approximate to the intrinsic estimation variance of CoPS. The minimal time $t_{ac}$ required for applying CoPS is about 100 ms and valid for $n_{\text{exp}}$ up to 18. By counting larger numbers, $n_{\text{cops}}$ underestimates the simulated number. This is at least true up to a excitation power of 18 µW or a molecular brightness of $6.4 \cdot 10^{-3}$ cplcm.

On the other hand, analyzing transients at low excitation power has shown that a basic molecular brightness of $1.4 \cdot 10^{-3}$ cplcm is necessary to obtain numbers up to 18. The variance $\sigma_{\text{cops}}$ is however, still large and improves with increasing molecular brightness. The estimate probabilities of adjacent $n_{\text{sim}}$ overlap, but the counting resolution of $n_{\text{cops}}$ is at $t_{ac} = 250$ ms and 8 µW for the simulated transients very good. Nevertheless, the simulations have been modeled under some strong assumptions, in order to observe the intrinsic estimation variance of CoPS. For example, the equal molecular brightness for all dyes is not valid in experiments. In the following, I will apply CoPS in experiment to large numbers $n_{\text{exp}}$. 
3.3. Counting Large Numbers

In the previous section I have shown the ability of CoPS to estimate the number of emitters up to 18 in simulations and analyzed the dependency on analysis time and molecular brightness. However, simulations cannot model all experimental processes. Complex photophysics in heterogeneous environments are not predictable and single molecule fluorescence transients vary greatly in intensity and shape. To observe the counting performance of CoPS in experiments, samples which are different from those in the previous section 3.1 are required. The probe schemes applied so far do not allow to obtain emitter numbers above five. Labeled DNA oligomers cannot be synthesized to arbitrary lengths and label numbers and the hybridization of the HyP5 probe have already shown a broad distribution of labels for few emitters.

In this section I will introduce a standard sample by which I can achieve emitter numbers $n_{\text{exp}}$ up to 36. This allows investigations on the counting limit which I encountered in the simulations (see section 3.2). As in previous simulations the time resolution of $t_{\text{ac}}$, the counting resolution and the dependency on molecular brightness can be assessed.

3.3.1. Quantitative Analysis of DNA origamis

![Figure 3.13.: Scheme of two DNA origamis observed in this thesis. a) 12 labels of ATTO 647N (red) are arranged with a spatial distance of at least 12 nm. b) 36 emitters are arranged with a spatial distance of at least 6 nm. The DNA origamis can be immobilized via biotin (violet) to SM surfaces.](image)

A robust and elaborate single molecule probe was introduced in 2006 by Paul Rothe-mund,[101] namely DNA origamis. Schemes are available in Figure 3.13. They consist
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of a long ssDNA which is folded by many smaller synthesized ssDNA to arbitrary patterns upon hybridization. For details see section 2.2.3. In this work, I used DNA origami which have been kindly provided by Jürgen Schmied from the group of Prof. Timnefeld (TU Braunschweig). The DNA origamis have a rectangular pattern of approximately 100 nm \times 70 nm side length, therefore smaller than the resolution limit. By labeling a subset of the required smaller staple strands, DNA origamis with arbitrary number of emitters can be produced with high confidence. I studied DNA origamis with attached 6, 12, 18 or 36 dye molecules of ATTO 647N. To avoid photophysical processes between fluorophores, it was ensured neighboring fluorescent dyes were separated by at least 6 nm. I conducted also measurements at 12 nm label distance, but experiments and analysis showed consistent results. In experiments the DNA origamis are immobilized on SM surfaces (see section 2.3) to allow observation of the same probe in the course of time. To enhance photostability and to reduce blinking in experiments, the measurement buffer contained photo-stabilizing reagents acting as a reducing and oxidizing system (ROXS) (see in the Introduction on page 3).

A typical fluorescence transient of DNA origamis labeled with 18 ATTO 647N emitters shows a fast decay in intensity due to rapid photobleaching (see Figure 3.14 a), left axes, blue). By CoPS analysis, (red, right axes) I can estimate \( n_{\text{cops}} \) with a very high sampling rate (4 Hz) and throughout the complete fluorescence transient. The initial label number \( n_{\text{exp}} \) is well estimated and the bleaching effect is represented in the decay of estimates \( n_{\text{cops}} \). The error bars which describe the width of the bootstrapping distribution (see section 2.5.1) are increased for high number \( n_{\text{exp}} \) and large for all outliers. The broad bootstrapping distributions arise from varying photon emission during a single analysis bin and indicate that these estimates can be rejected.

The bootstrapping distribution, as the method is implemented, gives no valid estimate of the experimental error of CoPS. The bootstrapping algorithm is used to achieve more robust estimations of \( n_{\text{cops}} \) and the error bars here indicate the consistency of the \( \text{mDE} \) inside the analysis bin. The estimation variance of the method is larger which can be seen on the spread of \( n_{\text{cops}} \) in high numbers and will be discussed in detail later.

The obtained \( \text{mDE} \) are shown in Figure 3.14 b). From 18 molecules at 2.1 cplcm \( \text{3DE} \) are obtained, but the probability is low. Thus, the estimates are calculated from the detection probability of \( \text{1DE} \) and \( \text{2DE} \) for \( n_{\text{cops}} \) below 10. By increasing the brightness, the probability for \( \text{mDE} \) rises and therefore the basis of estimation.

Only at longer observation times, single bleaching steps can be identified and show heterogeneous intensity drops (21 kHz, 35 kHz and 30 kHz) for the last three steps at 35 s, 38 s and 50 s. By extrapolating the mean of these intensity drops to the beginning of the transient, the initial number is estimated to 17 labels. By this method it is required to wait until complete photobleaching or to perform calibration with single fluorophores a priori. In contrast, CoPS can determine the label number without calibration within 250 ms.

To assess the time resolution, measurement error and robustness of the method, CoPS has been applied to a complete sample set of fluorescence transients. Data from 520, 1199, 439 and 346 DNA origamis labeled with 6, 12, 18 or 36 ATTO 647N, respectively has been acquired. To avoid false results due to rapid photobleaching only the first
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Figure 3.14.: a) Fluorescent transient of a DNA origami with 18 emitters (blue, left axes). By CoPS the number of molecules (red, right axes) and the mean molecular brightness (green, left axes) are estimated. (LP = 10 µW, \( t_{ac} = 500 \) ms, \( n_{cops} \) are offset for better visualization) b) Probability of 1DE (blue), 2DE (red) and 3DE (green) per single laser cycle.

The probability distributions of \( n_{cops} \) are shown in the four histograms in Figure 3.15. The peak of distributions shifts with increasing \( n_{exp} \) and the width enlarges. The probability distributions show a smooth outline and the data is still described by a log-normal fit (black line, see section section 2.5.1). The characteristic parameters of the distribution and fit can be found in table 3.1.

The median value of log-normal fit \( \mu_{\log n} \) shows an overestimation of about 17% for
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Figure 3.15.: Probability density of $n_{\text{cops}}$ from four DNA origami. The distribution are fit by a log-normal fit (black line). The DNA origami were labeled with 6, 12, 18 or 36 dyes and the data is shown in axes a), b), c) or d), respectively. ($t_{\text{ac}} = 250 \text{ ms}, LP = 7 \mu W$)

Table 3.1.: Mode $m_{\log n}$, median $\mu_{\log n}$ and sigma $\sigma_{\log n}$ of the log-normal fits to the estimated numbers in 3.15 and median $\mu_{\text{cops}}$ and sigma $\sigma_{\text{cops}}$ calculated by quantiles (LP = $7 \mu W$, $t_{\text{ac}} = 250$ ms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecules [#]</th>
<th>log-normal fit to $n_{\text{cops}}$ [#]</th>
<th>quantiles $n_{\text{cops}}$ [#]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$m_{\log n}$ $\mu_{\log n}$ $\sigma_{\log n}$</td>
<td>$\mu_{\text{cops}}$ $\sigma_{\text{cops}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6 7 2</td>
<td>7 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>11 13 6</td>
<td>14 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>19 22 9</td>
<td>22 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>30 30 9</td>
<td>32 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the DNA origamis with 6, 12 and 18 labels and an underestimation of the sample with 36 labels by about 14%. The relative sigma $\sigma_{\log n}$ is about 28% to 50%. The mode $m_{\log n}$, which is defined as the most probable estimation value, estimates the dedicated value for DNA origamis with 6, 12 or 18 with a low error of $\pm 1$, however not for the 36 labels. The values in table 3.1 indicate that also for experimental data the description
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by quantiles and by log-normal fits is equivalent. But in the following, I will continue to apply the quantiles, as they are more robust.

After validating ability of counting by CoPS up to 18 molecules, the next step is to determine the time resolution for estimations with high confidence. Another point to be investigated, is the possibility to improve counting limits by increasing binning time \( t_{ac} \).

### 3.3.2. Dependency on Analysis Time

As previously observed CoPS can achieve estimates in less than a second using a pulsed laser source with MHz repetition rate. In the previous chapters the time resolution has been investigated for small molecule numbers (see Figure 3.3) and in simulations (see Figure 3.9). Here, I investigate the influence of \( t_{ac} \) on the median \( \mu_{cops} \) and sigma \( \sigma_{cops} \) in experiments with DNA origami. For different bin sizes \( t_{ac} \) in the range of \( 0.025 \) s to 2 s, the relative median \( \mu_{cops} \) and the relative sigma \( \sigma_{cops} \) are calculated.

![Figure 3.16.](image)

**Figure 3.16.** a) The evolution of \( \mu_{cops} \) of DNA origamis, with 6, 12, 18 or 36 emitters over analysis time \( t_{ac} \). b) The evolution of the relative sigma \( \sigma_{cops} \) for the same data shown in a) (LP = 7 \( \mu \)W)

In Figure 3.16 a) the relative median \( \mu_{cops} \) is plotted against \( t_{ac} \). For short times \( t_{ac} \),
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the estimation is shifted to low numbers for all DNA origamis. This is reasonable, since mDE statistics have not yet converged. With increasing time $t_{ac}$, the median $\mu_{cops}$ rises. When $t_{ac}$ exceeds 250 ms, $\mu_{cops}$ levels off at an overestimation of about 15% to 20% for 6, 12 and 18 emitters. The curve for 36 labels is shifted to lower $\mu_{cops}$ at all analysis times $t_{ac}$, which is in accordance to simulations (see in Figure 3.9).

In Figure 3.16 b) the relative sigma $\sigma_{cops}$ is shown. At short $p_{cops}$ the variance $\sigma_{cops}$ is initially rising and then subsequently declining with increasing analysis time $p_{cops}$ for all DNA origamis. The estimation error for $t_{ac} = 250$ ms is about 44% for 6, 12 and 18 molecules, slightly decreasing to about 30% to 50% at 3 s. The relative error for 36 emitters follows the same trend, but is shifted to lower values, which is in accordance with simulations (see Figure 3.9).

The estimation of label numbers $n_{cops}$ reaches a plateau of 20% at about 200 ms. On the one hand the time resolution is in the order of the simulations, on the other hand has the overestimation not been encountered in the simulation. It probably results of a process, which has not been simulated. This will be analyzed in detail in section 4.

Furthermore, the relative sigma $\sigma_{cops}$ remains constant at 40% for all $t_{ac}$. In the simulations, $\sigma_{cops}$ was improving to less than 10% with increasing $t_{ac}$. The variations $\sigma_{cops}$ are larger in experimental results and thus, not included in simulations.

3.3.3. Sensitivity on Molecular Brightness

Besides the additional photophysics in real experiments, which can cause the offset and increased variance $\sigma_{cops}$ of simulations, I have studied the effect of the molecular brightness for CoPS. Samples of DNA origami with 18 emitter have been measured at different laser powers LP of 2 µW, 5 µW, 7 µW and 10 µW. The relative median $\mu_{cops}$ and relative sigma $\sigma_{cops}$ is plotted in Figure 3.17 for each laser intensity.

The relative median $\mu_{cops}$ (see in Figure 3.17 a)) shows underestimation of $n_{exp}$ for 2 µW and an overestimation for 5 µW, 7 µW and 10 µW. The median $\mu_{cops}$ becomes stable at 15% to 25% as observed in the analysis of time resolution. Increasing the molecular brightness up to $2 \cdot 10^{-3}$ cplcm has no effect on the median $\mu_{cops}$. In the slight decay for long $t_{ac}$ the photobleaching effect appears. The dependency of $\sigma_{cops}$ (see in Figure 3.17 b)) is low. The $\sigma_{cops}$ declines slightly from 40%±10% to about 30%±10%, consistently for all laser powers. From previous observations it is known that CoPS require a minimal molecular brightness to become stable in its estimation. In this data this is confirmed for a molecule number up to 18.

An advantage of CoPS is large accessible number range. When conducting biological experiments, it is often required to discern two nearby samples, though. Similar to simulations (see section 3.2.6), the counting resolution is investigated here.

3.3.4. Counting Resolution with DNA origami

The possibility to discriminate two distributions which originate from samples with different numbers, is a common application of quantitative methods. The counting
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Figure 3.17.: a) Evolution of the relative median $\mu_{\text{cops}}$ by analyzing DNA origami with 18 labels of ATTO 647N at different laser intensities. b) Evolution of the relative sigma $\sigma_{\text{cops}}$ of data shown in a). ($t_{\text{ac}} = 250 \text{ ms}$)

The resolution of CoPS can be investigated in experiments with DNA origamis. Jürgen Schmied from the Tinnefeld group (TU Braunschweig) prepared five blind samples of DNA origami with numbers 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17. The samples have been marked with arbitrary numbers to avoid subjectivity in the analysis. Before describing this result, I have to state, that this result is preliminary and encountered inconsistencies. The experiments have to be repeated, nevertheless it is an important experiment. The DNA origami showed an intensity which does not at all reflect the designated number of fluorescent emitters, as shown in Figure C.9. Probably the probe preparation failed in these preliminary experiments and results have to be handled with care.

In Figure 3.18, the measured distributions of the DNA origamis with 12 and 18 labels are shown in a) and g). The DNA origamis with numbers 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 are shown unsorted in the axes b) to f). All the distributions can be fit by a log-normal function, however they show different skewness and broadness. The shift in the estimated values can be best observed in axes h), where I plotted the box plots for the
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sorted samples. The center depicts the median of the distribution and the error bars depict the central 68% of the data. The colors correspond to their individual distribution from a) to g).

From the box plot it can be seen that distributions of 12 and 13 emitters are shifted to larger values and surpass all other samples, except the 18 emitters. The samples with 14, 15 and 16 emitters show little variance in their estimations and have a median of about 15. The sample with 17 emitters is between 16 and 18 emitters.

The value difference in distributions can also be observed by a statistical test. Similar to the simulations in section 3.2.6, I applied the two sided ks-test. The non-parametric test uses the null hypothesis that the values of distribution A are significantly larger than those of distribution B. The $p_{ks}$ gives the probability to obtain distributions like the one acquired, if the null hypothesis is true. If the $p_{ks}$ is smaller than the predefined $\alpha$ value, the null hypothesis will be rejected.

In the array (3.5) the ks-test is applied for each combination of distributions and the rejected null hypothesis is marked by a “☇”. When the $p_{ks}$ is above $\alpha$ it cannot be rejected and is marked by “−”. The array of a perfect counting resolution would show rejections in the lower, left triangle and high $p_{ks}$ in the upper right triangle.

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
ks_{12>12} & \cdots & ks_{18>12} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
ks_{12>18} & \cdots & ks_{18>18}
\end{pmatrix}
= 
\begin{pmatrix}
- & - & - & - & - & - \\
- & - & - & - & - & - \\
- & - & - & - & - & - \\
- & - & - & - & - & - \\
- & - & - & - & - & - \\
- & - & - & - & - & - \\
\end{pmatrix}
$$

(3.5)

In the array (3.6) the $p_{ks}$ in % for each individual comparison is depicted as before.

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
P_{ks(12>12)} & \cdots & P_{ks(18>12)} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
P_{ks(12>18)} & \cdots & P_{ks(18>18)}
\end{pmatrix}
= 
\begin{pmatrix}
100 & 100 & 2 & 0 & 0 & 93 & 100 \\
0 & 100 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 79 \\
29 & 91 & 100 & 2 & 8 & 91 & 99 \\
94 & 100 & 43 & 100 & 13 & 100 & 100 \\
94 & 100 & 90 & 57 & 100 & 99 & 100 \\
13 & 81 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 100 & 100 \\
0 & 6 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 100
\end{pmatrix}
$$

(3.6)

The trace of the array shows no rejections, as both distributions are the same. This is inherent to the test. As the test is applied symmetrically, a rejection of $ks_{14>13}$ most likely causes the $ks_{13>14}$ not to reject. The estimated numbers of the samples with 12 and 13 emitters are large and most of the null hypothesis in row 1 and 2 are rejected (7 of 11). In column 1 and 2, most ks-test do not reject (9 of 11). However, the array of $[3:7,3:7]$ shows a pattern, which would indicate the correct estimates of differences as expected. In the lower left corner of the sub-array, 7 of 10 ks-test reject as expected.

This experiment shows that the counting resolution of CoPS can be as good as few emitters. However, by this experiment it seems, that the data acquisition or probe preparation influenced the estimation of CoPS. By looking at the fluorescence intensities in Figure C.9 the probes with 12 and 13 emitters, show the largest fluorescence.
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emission. On the other hand, have these experiments been conducted with a relatively low molecular brightness of about 2.1 cplcm. By increasing the molecular brightness, the relative sigma $\sigma_{\text{cops}}$ of each probe would further improve.

In this chapter, the basic properties of CoPS could be observed in experiments, up to a label number of 36. Up to 18 emitters have been consistently determined in about 250 ms. The counting limit of CoPS prevented the correct estimation of 36 emitter, though. In investigations of the molecular brightness $p_{\text{exp}}$, the requirement of a basic $p_{\text{exp}}$ was observed. The estimate $n_{\text{cops}}$ converges only upon sufficient mDE statistics. So far, I could not investigate if it is possible to determine a even higher number by increasing largely $p_{\text{exp}}$. The possibilities will be discussed in detail in the Discussion.

By increasing the laser power and therefore $p_{\text{exp}}$, the variance $\sigma_{\text{cops}}$ is reduced. This is necessary when two samples need to be discerned. By testing the counting resolution with DNA origami, I obtained ambiguous results. On the one hand the samples with 12 and 13 emitter showed completely wrong estimates in $n_{\text{cops}}$. On the other side the tests for a subset of the samples performed very well and showed the expected results. The intensity of the samples (see Figure C.9) indicates problems in the sample preparation. Encountering the reason requires further investigation.
Figure 3.18.: DNA origamis with 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 emitters. The blind samples show titles with the sample number and the dedicated number $n_{\text{exp}}$. (a) - (g)) Each distribution is fitted by a log-normal distribution (black solid line). In axes h) the absolute median and the central 68% of the data are shown for all samples. The colors correspond to the original distribution in a) to g).
3.4. STED-CoPS

In the previous sections the application of CoPS to different probes was shown with varying label numbers. The measurements have been conducted on a confocal microscope. However, a necessary requirement for CoPS is only the detection in a HBT array of single photon counting detectors with high temporal resolution. Recently, the diffraction limit (see Figure 1.3) has been circumvented by different methods (see section 1.1.4). STED microscopy confines the possible emission of photons by the superposition of a doughnut shaped depletion profile with the excitation profile. The transition to the $S_0$ ground state by stimulated emission is very effective for excited molecules in the outer regions of the diffraction limited excitation point spread function (PSF). Thus, the detected fluorescent photons can be attributed to a sub-diffraction volume. A super resolution image is obtained by scanning the excitation spot over the specimen. STED shapes only the illumination profile and can thus be combined with the quantitative CoPS approach.

In section 2.1.3 the principles of STED microscopy are explained with more detail and the microscope setup is described, which has been designed and built in cooperation with Pit Bingen and Thorsten Staudt from the optical nanoscopy group (Prof. Stefan W. Hell, DKFZ, Heidelberg).

In STED microscopy the immobilization of probes at SM surfaces caused problems. Most probably, the standing high-powered STED beam photochemically generated fluorescent compounds. Hence, to immobilize probes poly-L-lysine coated surfaces were used (see section 2.3). According to previous experiments, ROXS buffer is applied to enhance photostability (see section 2.4).

In the first section, the application of STED-CoPS to samples of NuP4 probe (see Figure 2.6) is described. The molecular brightness on the STED-CoPS setup can differ from previous measurements due to the photon detection efficiency and the excitation profile. A minimal molecular brightness is however necessary to achieve sufficient mDE statistics and therefore for CoPS. The counting limit on the setup can be tested by a probe with many labels. As conducted in previous measurements, DNA origami with 36 labels of ATTO 647N (see section 2.2.3) were applied.

For testing the benefit of increased resolution another sample is necessary, in which labels are separated by more than twice the actual applied resolution. In cooperation with Jürgen Schmied (AG Tinnefeld, TU Braunschweig), DNA origamis have been designed with such a spatial pattern.

3.4.1. Molecular Brightness in STED

The molecular brightness is a critical parameter for CoPS because the actual number of emitters can only be estimated with sufficient mDE statistics (see section 3.3.3). The probability for mDE increases with the molecular brightness, which depends on parameters like the detection efficiency of the setup or the Quantum Yield of the fluorescent emitter (see equation 2.3). For each setup the detection efficiency differs because of the individual optical design. For example, the STED-CoPS setup is a laser-scanning microscope, while the confocal setup utilizes probe scanning. The laser repetition rate
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In the STED setup is 18.4 MHz compared to 20 MHz in the confocal. Additionally, the optical elements required for STED cause extra loss of light (see section 2.1.3). The fiber of the detector array, which acts as a detection pinhole, reduces the detection efficiency further. Another difference, which is inherent to the excitation scheme, is the reduced molecular brightness because of increased STED power. The doughnut shape, which avoids fluorescence emission in the outer rim, closes by increasing the STED power due to saturation. Therefore, some stimulated emission occurs also in the central spot and reduces the observable emission. In the beginning the possibility to size labels on the STED setup was tested and the development of the molecular brightness was analyzed.

In Figure 3.19 fluorescence transients (blue, left axes) of the NuP4 probe at different STED intensities (0 mW, 6 mW, 12 mW and 20 mW in a), b), c), d), respectively) are shown. The excitation power was set to 10 µW. Without STED the fluorescence intensity is initially about 120 kHz and diminishes to about 60 kHz at 20 mW STED intensity. Without STED, the four bleach steps are clearly visible and are about 25 kHz each. With 6 mW of applied STED power, counting by BS is no longer feasible anymore because the BS cannot be identified. At 20 mW STED the fluorescence emission is fragmented and single BS are generally not visible. The emitter number $n_{\text{exp}}$ can be estimated by CoPS ($n_{\text{cops}}$, red, right axes) to STED powers up to 20 mW. In a), the initial number of 4 emitters and the decay in $n_{\text{exp}}$ is well estimated. The estimates $n_{\text{cops}}$ show little variance and each estimate seems robust. In axes b), at 6 mW STED power, the number of labels is still estimated. Estimates by BS analysis are not feasible anymore because the last intensity drop can be identified unambiguously. The bootstrapping distribution is broad because within a single analysis window $t_{\text{ac}}$ the number $n_{\text{exp}}$ changes. By further increasing the STED power to 12 mW the variance of $n_{\text{cops}}$ and the two molecules which are present between 3 s and 5.8 s are not estimated every time. In d), at 12 mW STED power, the estimates $n_{\text{cops}}$ fluctuate in the beginning between 2 and 3 emitters. The estimation $n_{\text{cops}}$ then decays with fluorescence intensity to 1 emitter.

The estimations on molecular brightness $p_{\text{cops}}$ (green line) show constant lines with little variance without STED and with STED powers up to 12 mW. At 20 mW STED the variations are more pronounced. By these experiments, the possibility to apply CoPS in combination with STED is demonstrated up to at least 12 mW STED power. The molecular brightness $p_{\text{cops}}$ and the number of emitters $n_{\text{cops}}$ is estimated in about 250 ms. The obtained numbers $n_{\text{cops}}$ could be validated by probe design and BS analysis, when applicable. It was only possible to measure a few single traces, though. The microscope software of the STED setup did not support automatic PnD. Manual selection and actuation of the laser beam is time intensive and prone to misalignment. This effect becomes more pronounced at high STED powers and increased resolution.

From measurements at different laser powers, the influence of STED intensities on
Figure 3.19.: Fluorescence transients of the NuP4 sample acquired at the STED setup (blue, left axes). The estimations of numbers (red, right axes) and molecular brightness (green, left axes) by CoPS is obtained in $t_{ac} = 270$ ms.

From Figure a) to d) the STED power is set to 0 mW, 6 mW, 12 mW and 20 mW. (LP=10 µW)

the molecular brightness and the resolution can be investigated. The doughnut of the STED beam saturates by increasing power $I_{STED}$ and the resolution increases. The
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relation between these parameters has been derived by Hell et.al. \cite{118} and is given by:

$$\Delta x = \frac{\lambda}{2NA} \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + \frac{I_{STED}}{I_{SAT}}}}$$

(3.7)

Figure 3.20.: a) The development of the FWHM (blue points) by increasing STED power is shown and the theoretically deduced formula (red line, see parameter and equation (3.7)). b) The development of the molecular brightness (MB) is shown by increasing STED power. The center point indicates the median, the errorbars indicate the $2\sigma$ quantile or the central 68% of the data.

The relation between the resolution and the STED power was compared to our experimental data, by fitting the acquired spots with a gaussian distribution and extracting the FWHM thereof. The resolution in Abbe’s formula is defined as the minimal distance when two PSF can still be distinguished (see in the Introduction section 1.3). The FWHM is therefore a measure for the actual resolution in microscopy images \cite{119}. In Figure 3.20(a) the development of the resolution is shown at 0 mW, 1.8 mW, 10 mW, 15 mW and 20 mW STED power. The theoretical resolution dependency is plotted for the experimental setup (NA = 1.46, $\lambda_{\text{emission}} = 680\,\text{nm}$, $I_{\text{SAT}} = 1.8\,\text{mW}$) in red. The FWHM is decreasing fast, as expected and at about 20 mW STED power the resolution is about 70 nm. By looking at the molecular brightness against the STED power in Figure 3.20(b), we obtain about $1.5 \cdot 10^{-3}\,\text{cplcm}$ in the resolution limited image, which is decreasing to about $6 \cdot 10^{-4}\,\text{cplcm}$ for STED powers larger than 5 mW.

In the previous observations, up to 4 fluorescent emitters have been sized up to 12 mW STED power. This corresponds to a resolution of about 80 nm and is about a factor of 3 in improved resolution. At this resolution the molecular brightness $p_{\text{cops}}$ is only $6 \cdot 10^{-4}\,\text{cplcm}$, though. This limits the application of CoPS. However, at low STED powers the resolution is increasing rapidly and at the same time, the molecular brightness of the fluorescent emitters is least influenced.
3.4.2. Counting to Large Numbers

To test the counting limit of STED-CoPS, DNA origami with 36 labels of ATTO 647N have been investigated. To preserve the molecular brightness, a minimal STED power of 1.8 mW was applied, which resulted in a resolution of approximately 100 nm. The labels on the DNA origami are arranged in 3 parallel lines with 17 nm and 44 nm distance (see Figure 2.7) and cannot be resolved at given resolution.

![Graph](image)

Figure 3.21.: a) Fluorescence transient (blue, left axes) of a DNA origami with 36 labels of ATTO 647N attached at 10 µW excitation and 1.8 mW STED power. The red points (right axes) show the estimates $n_{\text{cops}}$. The molecular brightness $p_{\text{cops}}$ is shown in green (left axes). Missing points indicate that the fit did not converge and estimations were omitted. ($t_{ac} = 270\text{ ms}$) b) The probability of 1DE (blue), 2DE (green) and 3DE (green) per $t_{ac}$.

The fluorescence transient (blue, left axes) in Figure 3.21 decays due to photobleaching.
in 22 s from about 600 kHz to background level. Individual bleaching steps are only visible after 4 s and even then, they cannot be attributed to a label number. By CoPS (red, right axes) the number of molecules $n_{\text{cops}}$ can be estimated with a time resolution of 270 ms. The estimates $n_{\text{cops}}$ follow the decay in numbers from 6 emitters to zero emitters. At large intensities, the fit did not converge for most $t_{ac}$ and the points are left blank. The $n_{\text{cops}}$ follow the complex transient and the “off”-times of emitters are detected. The estimates of molecular brightness $p_{\text{cops}}$ (green, left axes) show approximately a constant line at 15 kHz with a sigma of 4 kHz.

The application of STED-CoPS allows estimation up to $n_{\text{exp}} = 6$. By larger $n_{\text{exp}}$ the fit is sometimes not converging and no robust result is obtained. In Figure 3.21 the mDE are shown for the 36 labels. Compared to the previous observation at the confocal setup (see Figure 3.14), the probability of 3DE and 2DE is lower. Furthermore, the STED transient is decaying much faster, because of the increased photobleaching by the powerful STED laser. This affects the robustness of the fit. Nevertheless, in the trace at 1.9 s, 2.7 s and 3.2 s an estimate of 19, 13 and 8 fluorescent emitters was obtained. By reference to the molecular brightness $p_{\text{cops}} = 15$ kHz of the complete transient, the actual number $n_{\text{exp}}$ can be estimated to 25, 15 and 11 molecules for the individual $t_{ac}$. It seems the estimation of higher label number is possible. However, the model fit to the data is not robust anymore, probably due to the lower molecular brightness and photobleaching.

### 3.4.3. Resolving DNA origamis

![DNA origami with 2x4 labels of ATTO 647N at a distance of 85 nm](image)

Figure 3.22: DNA origami with 2x4 labels of ATTO 647N at a distance of 85 nm

In all previous investigations fluorescent probes have been designed as standard sample for confocal microscopy. They were designed with small dye-dye distances to avoid effects of the gaussian excitation profile. And only to the extent that interaction of dyes can be avoided. To profit from the increased resolution by combination of STED measurements, a DNA origami probe with a spatial pattern of 8 fluorescent labels was
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designed (see Figure 3.22). In each of the two opposite corners of the DNA origami (STED DNA origami), 4 fluorescent dyes are located and therefore approximately 86 nm apart.

![Figure 3.23.: a) STED DNA origami imaged by confocal microscopy (dwell time 500 µs, pixel size 25 nm, excitation intensity 54 µW) b) STED microscope image at 44 mW STED power. The line indicates the orientation of the DNA origami. (dwell time 500 µs, pixel size 25 nm, excitation intensity 54 µW, scale bar 250 nm)](image)

To visualize the spatial structure of the DNA origami, an overview was recorded and a Field of View (FOV) was selected with isolated DNA origamis. In Figure 3.23 a) a typical FOV with 5 DNA origamis is depicted. To achieve a resolution of about 80 nm, a STED power of at least 20 mW is required (see Figure 3.20). The STED power, dwell time and pixel size was manually optimized to observe good images of the resolved label spots on the DNA origami. The best images have been acquired with a dwell time of 500 µs, a pixel size of 25 nm, an excitation intensity of 54 µW and a STED power of 44 mW. Because of the high STED powers, rapid bleaching of the labels occurs, but it is necessary for resolution. The pixel size should be less than half the resolution according to the Shannon-Nyquist theorem. The small pixel size prolongs the duration of an image and therefore increase bleaching effects.

In Figure 3.23 b) an image of the resolved DNA origami is shown. The two spots are oriented in direction of the line (light blue, it is better visualized in the line profile in Figure 3.24). The FOV shows the same area as the confocal image in a) and was acquired after the confocal image. In the confocal image the upper left DNA origami already shows photobleaching, indicated by the drop in intensity during the scanning process. However, in two of the fluorescent DNA origamis the orientation and two labels spots are visible and a drop in intensity in between.

In Figure 3.24 a) the line profile of a DNA origami in Figure 3.23 is shown. The confocal intensity profile (red) is diffraction limited and has a FWHM of 293 nm. In contrast, the STED profile (blue) shows a dip in between the two peaks.

To analyze the confocal intensity profile, a normal distribution can be approximated to the data. However, the two peaks in the STED profile are just a single pixel apart.
3. Experiments & Results

Figure 3.24.: a) The line profile of confocal (red) and STED (blue) image of a single DNA origami with two label spots 85 nm apart. b) Fluorescent transient of a single DNA origami with spatial pattern (blue) acquired without STED. The estimations of molecular brightness (green, left axes) and numbers (red, right axes) by CoPS have been acquired in $t_{ac} = 270\ ms$. (LP = 30 µW)

This is why the fitting of two Gaussian functions in order to determine the FWHM and resolution is not reasonable. The fluorescence intensity in the STED image is about a third compared to confocal excitation. The molecular brightness $p_{\text{exp}}$ is low. In previous findings (see Figure 3.17 and 3.11), it was shown that a minimal $p_{\text{exp}}$ is required to obtain reasonable number estimates from CoPS. Even if the two spots at the DNA origami are resolvable by STED microscopy, counting is only reasonable if it is possible to obtain the mDE statistics from the initial number of the probe.

To resolve the label pattern a high STED power of 44 mW is required. Thus, some of the labels are already bleached by the overview scan and counting is not reasonable anymore. By acquiring a confocal overview, only the resolution limited position and number of fluorescent emitters is obtained. Thus, the PnD approach is not applicable.

To obtain information of numbers and locations beyond the resolution limit, the approach to first estimate the number of emitting labels without STED and then observe the location of resolvable spots in a STED image with high resolution is favored. As the number of emitters $n_{\text{cops}}$ would be known, the labels can be distributed to the resolved spots in ratio to their fluorescence intensity. Resolving the pattern was shown previously, but the minimal acquisition time is not known. In Figure 3.24 b) the confocal, fluorescent transient of the 2x4 DNA origami is shown in blue (left axes). The fluorescence intensity drops after about 50 ms from $340\ kHz$ to $280\ kHz$ and then subsequently at $1.3\ s$, $1.4\ s$, $1.7\ s$, $1.9\ s$, $2.2\ s$ and $2.9\ s$ for $60\ kHz$, $57\ kHz$, $69\ kHz$, $56\ kHz$, $54\ kHz$ and $22\ kHz$. The estimations CoPS of molecular brightness (green, left axes) numbers (red, right axes) have been applied in $270\ ms$. The estimate $n_{\text{cops}} = 6$ is close to the estimate from BS analysis $n_{\text{BS}} = 7$, probably because of the fast bleaching step at $1.3\ s$. To first size the number and then acquire a super-resolution image, a non-invasive method is required, though.
3.4. STED-CoPS

The general idea of first acquiring the number of emitters in about 270 ms and then resolve the underlying structure, seems feasible. However, the powerful STED laser pronounces bleaching and the number which is obtained by CoPS does not necessarily provide the number in the STED image. The approach would be more robust, by an application of more photostable dyes and a better detection efficiency setup. The other approaches need to be concerned again, though. Nevertheless, the successful application of STED-CoPS was presented in this chapter. By design of a new detection unit, it was possible to combine these two approaches and successfully count standard samples with increased resolution. The molecular brightness is relatively low, due to the detection efficiency of the setup and the large STED power. It is possible only to size generally about 5 to 10 emitters, though. By adjusting the setup for maximum detection efficiency and microscope software, the acquisition of robust and quantitative information would be feasible in super resolution microscopy.
4. Discussion

Currently, there are only few techniques for obtaining quantitative data from fluorescence spectroscopy and each of them is advantageous for certain applications (see Table 1.1). Counting by photon statistics is a non-invasive, i.e. number maintaining approach, by which it is possible to determine the stoichiometry of the same single molecule over time without prior calibration. Furthermore CoPS is relatively easy to implement experimentally. It requires only a sufficient molecular brightness (see equation 1.2) and a detector array to measure multi detection events (mDE) statistics (see Figure 2.1). The method is independent from the laser intensity, if a minimal molecular brightness is achieved and estimates at the same time the number and molecular brightness.

Method Development

At the beginning of my PhD thesis, CoPS could be applied manually to single fluorescence transients and size numbers of up to 5, which was proven by bleaching step (BS) analysis (see Figure 1.4). \cite{BS} Little was known about the minimal acquisition time, the requirements concerning molecular brightness, the counting resolution and the counting number limit. The approach was also sensitive to the initial parameter choices during the fitting procedure.

In order to establish a novel technique for the use in complex environments, like in a living cell, it is necessary to characterize the method sufficiently to generate reliable results, which allow unequivocal interpretation. The characteristic features of the method can be investigated in standardized experiments. The approach can then be transferred to suitable and more complex experiments for which the measured number distribution is a combination of CoPS’s intrinsic estimation variance and the number of labels (NOL) distribution of the probe. In experiments only the folding of both distributions is measured. By knowledge of CoPS intrinsic estimation variance, the precision of results can be obtained and the NOL distribution can potentially be unfolded.

Another prerequisite for the unbiased application of a method is a minimal influence of manual operations. Manual data acquisition and analysis is time consuming and error prone. It is then difficult to obtain sufficiently large data sets of equal quality for statistics. CoPS is well suited for automated data acquisition. The acquisition of fluorescent transients by Pick & Destroy (PhD) (see section 2.1.1) can be readily implemented with little efforts in image processing and application of CoPS requires no prior calibration. A important task in my PhD thesis was to establish a robust data analysis. By implementing the bootstrapping approach, the estimations became more
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reliable and for each time interval $t_{ac}$ an estimation error can be given (see section 2.5.1). However, the error estimate by bootstrapping is not the overall error of CoPS, it is rather the resampling error inside the analysis bin. The overall error is experimentally investigated in this thesis and will be discussed below.

It was also crucial to implement the software package on the server cluster of Bioquant (University Heidelberg). Its computational power is necessary to apply CoPS to big data sets in reasonable time. To obtain the estimate of a single interval $t_{ac}$, a regular computer (CPU: Dual-Core 3 GHz, RAM: 4 GB) calculates for roughly 300 s. In contrast, the Bioquant cluster improves the computational time by a factor of about 20. Hence, more robust estimations of numbers on a large scale became feasible.

For the first experimental applications of CoPS, the HyP5 probe (see section 2.2.2) was used as a standard for 5 fluorescent emitters. The evaluation of the NOL $n_{cops}$ in section 3.1.3 indicates, that the NOL per probe $n_{exp}$ has a broad distribution due to sample preparation. The variance in $n_{exp}$ originates from the stochastic hybridization process and by varying the marker/base ratio the NOL mean and variance changes significantly.

To achieve narrower NOL distribution, a probe was designed with four labels covalently linked to nucleotides in a ssDNA strand (see Figure 2.6). The probe still experiences variance in label number $n_{exp}$, because of photodestruction during the overview scan and the NOL of nucleotides below 1. The NOL distribution is improved as compared to the previous standard sample, though (see Figure 2.6).

For numbers of up to approximately 5, the $n_{exp}$ can also be estimated by counting the consecutive BS ($n_{bs}$). Both approaches yield similar NOL distributions (see Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6). The distribution of estimates $n_{bs}$ is narrower than the one obtained by CoPS, which has a tail when approaching large numbers. However, in the experiments only the convolution of NOL distribution with CoPS intrinsic estimation variance is accessible. As long as neither the intrinsic estimation variance of bleeding step analysis or CoPS is known, the real distribution of numbers is hidden. The smaller width of $n_{bs}$ indicates a higher precision of BS analysis for counting up to five, though.

Analysis of the intrinsic estimation variance by BS is difficult, because bleaching steps have to be clearly identified during the whole transient. The application of rigorous criteria for automatic data acquisition is challenging if fluorescent dyes show complex photophysics. The probability for blinking, changes in quantum yield over time and local excitation intensities increases with the number of emitters and may create complex patterns in fluorescence transients for higher numbers. Therefore some bleaching steps might not be identified and the NOL is more likely to be shifted to lower numbers.

The bias and precision of CoPS can be estimated in MC simulations (see section 2.1.6). Suitable simulated fluorescence transients can be obtained by simulation of single fluorescent emitters and the photon detection process. The number $n_{exp}$ and molecular brightness $p_{exp}$ are a priori known and remain constant over time and fluorescence transients by design. The NOL of probes is thereby well defined and the intrinsic estimation variance is solely due to CoPS analysis becomes visible.

The model function behind CoPS (see equation 1.24) is recursive and piece-wise
defined. The parameter space of the fit follows a complex pattern with many local minima (see section 2.5.1). In the experiments a tendency to overestimate numbers is apparent and the acquired NOL distributions display a tail to large numbers. The observed distributions in simulations and experiments are well described by a log-normal distribution, though. This is investigated by hypothesis testing in section 2.5.2. The intrinsic estimation variance however, could not be derived analytically and is thus estimated by the log-normal distribution.

Figure 4.1.: Probabilities for $m_{DE}$ ($m = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4$) in a HBT setup against $n_{exp}$ for different molecular brightnesses obtained in experiments. (a) $5.6 \cdot 10^{-4}$ cplcm in CoPS-STED measurements ($LP = 10 \mu W$, $STED > 6 \text{mW}$) b) $1.5 \cdot 10^{-3}$ cplcm in DNA origami (confocal, $LP = 5 \mu W$) measurements c) $5.6 \cdot 10^{-3}$ cplcm in NuP4 (confocal, $LP = 10 \mu W$) experiments
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In Figure 4.1 the probabilities for $mDE$ are plotted against numbers $n_{cops}$ for different molecular brightnesses $p_{cops}$. The brightness $p_{cops} = 5.6 \cdot 10^{-4} \text{cplcm}$ in a) corresponds to CoPS measurements with LP of 10 µW and 6 nW STED power. The laser frequency (LF) in this measurement was 18 MHz, however, the laser power is generally converted to show the same energy per pulse of a LF of 20 MHz (see section 2.1). In b) the brightness $p_{cops} = 1.5 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{cplcm}$ was achieved with DNA origami excited at LP of 5 µW and LF of 20 MHz. In c) highest molecular brightness of $p_{cops} = 5.6 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{cplcm}$ achieved with the NuP4 sample on the the confocal setup at a LP of 5 µW and LF of 20 MHz is shown.

The shape of the curves is similar for all values of molecular brightness. The probability function of $mDE$ show a prominent rise in the beginning and level off for larger numbers. The shift in $n_{exp}$ between the $mDE$ probability functions is larger for small $p_{cops}$ in a) and small for high $p_{cops}$ in c). For example, the probability to obtain 3DE exceeds $10^{-6}$ in a) at about 45, in b) at about 18 and in c) at about 6 molecules. Therefore, the initial slope is larger for higher brightnesses $p_{cops}$.

The resolution CoPS can achieve is related to the slope of the probability function of $mDE$. If the difference in probabilities for $mDE$ is large for adjacent $n_{exp}$, the difference is more easily measured in experiments. The explanation of these plots is intuitive, but the analytical solution is not, because of the non-linear, piece-wise and recursive equation (1.24). Still Figure 4.1 proved very useful to explain my results and I will refer to this later.

Method Characterisation

The performance of CoPS could be analyzed in simulations and experiments. To investigate the bias and precision of CoPS in experiments, a probe with a defined number of labels is required. I chose DNA origami that can be labeled with up to 220 emitters and the position of each label on the DNA origami can be determined with high precision. The size of the folded DNA origamis is smaller than the resolution limit and all labels experience similar excitation.

Jürgen Schmied from the group of Prof. Tinnefeld (TU Braunschweig) kindly provided me with DNA origamis with different label numbers $n_{exp}$ (see Figure 2.7 and section 2.2.3). Therefore, experiments with high label numbers could be conducted. At a molecular brightness $p_{exp}$ of at least $1.5 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{cplcm}$ 18 fluorescent labels of ATTO 647N could be determined (see Figure 3.17).

It turned out in simulation and experiment that the molecular brightness (see equation 2.3) of the fluorescent emitter is most important. CoPS relies on the detection of simultaneous $m$ photon events in a single laser cycle which occur approximately with $p_{MB}^{m}$. The simulation showed that with a molecular brightness above $1.8 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{cplcm}$ (see Figure 3.11 and Figure 2.4) the systematic error $\mu_{cops}$ level off at about -5% for all numbers up to 18. The precision $\sigma_{cops}$ is directly correlated with the molecular brightness $p_{exp}$. To obtain a narrow intrinsic estimation variance the brightness $p_{exp}$ should be maximized.
The molecular brightness depends on the detection efficiency of the setup, the applied laser power, absorption coefficient and quantum yield of the dye. In my experimental work, I have improved the detection efficiency of the setup by reducing the number of optical elements (see section 2.1.1). The applied laser power should be kept as low as possible to avoid photobleaching, which occurs even in the presence of photostabilization buffers like ROXS. Finally, the choice of dye has a major effect, for its unique absorption cross section and quantum yield. The experiments presented here have been conducted with ATTO 647N, because it is one of the brightest and most photostable fluorescent dyes. The feasibility of CoPS has additionally been tested with other dyes in the blue (ATTO 488) and red spectrum (ATTO 633, Cy5) and was confirmed by BS analysis.

CoPS is non-invasive and can be used to continuously estimate \( n_{\text{cops}} \) per probe over time, as long as photobleaching is avoided. By analysis within different intervals \( t_{\text{ac}} \), the minimal time necessary to acquire sufficient \( \text{mDE} \) for reasonable estimates \( n_{\text{cops}} \) was explored. From simulations, a minimal time resolution of about 125 ms for 6 to 18 molecules with a brightness of \( 3 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{cplcm} \) is obtained (see Figure 3.9). For the DNA origami, the time resolution was estimated to about 250 ms for 6 to 18 emitters at \( 2 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{cplcm} \). And for the NuP4 sample the time resolution was 100 ms above \( 1.7 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{cplcm} \) (see Figure 3.3).

The minimal required time turned out to be almost identical when assessed with either simulations or experiments. Although, to determine the number from simulated data or from NuP4 data requires less time than for the DNA origami. This might be for the simulated data, due to the modeling without variance in the brightness, or for the NuP4 sample, the low number of molecules in the probe. By looking at Figure 4.1, the initial rise of the probability function for 2DE above \( 1.5 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{cplcm} \) is prominent for low emitter numbers.

Generally, CoPS requires a certain amount of laser cycles to accumulate sufficient \( \text{mDE} \) statistics. The time resolution is so far defined as the time \( t_{\text{ac}} \) for which estimates \( n_{\text{cops}} \) level off (see for example Figure 3.3). The time resolution of 250 ms at a laser repetition frequency of 20 MHz shows that there are \( 5 \cdot 10^6 \) laser cycles necessary to give reasonable results. Increasing the laser repetition rate, would also increase the time resolution proportionally. However, time resolution is nevertheless limited. The time between laser pulses needs to be larger than the fluorescence lifetime of the emitter to assure that the photon detected in the laser cycle is due to absorption from the previous pulse. If not, even single fluorescent emitters would give two simultaneous detection events. As well, the APD detectors experience a dead time of about 100 ns after photon detection and are inactive during this time. By that the \( \text{mDE} \) statistics becomes biased and therefore the number estimate as well. By increasing laser repetition rate, the average laser power has to be increased to maintain the energy per pulse. Hence, fluorescent emitters are more likely to be in the triplet state, at the subsequent laser pulse. Absorption in the triplet state is known as an initial state for photobleaching. This might be a limiting factor for some experiments. I can state at the moment, that CoPS can estimate the number of emitters \( n_{\text{cops}} \) continuously with a sampling rate of at least 4 Hz.
4. Discussion

As previously shown, has the intrinsic estimation variance of CoPS a tail to large numbers and the number estimates show a systematic error. The bias has been identified to -5% in the simulations, between -2 to +5% in the NuP4 sample and +20% in the DNA origami. In contrast to the simulations, the actual label numbers in the experiments cannot be observed, but photobleaching and the DOL of probes imply a tendency to lower numbers, as previously described.

The overestimation in experiments is actually not yet investigated, but a possible reason is the variance in molecular brightness during experiments. The applied laser intensity obeys a gaussian profile, therefore the position of an emitter in the excitation volume has an effect on its individual molecular brightness. For a DNA origami with an extension of about 100 nm, a molecule placed on the rim of the structure would experience about 75% of the peak laser power at the very center ($\lambda = 635$ nm). Additionally, each fluorescent label experiences a slightly different environment, which can change the quantum yield. By CoPS only the mean molecular brightness, averaged over all emitters, is estimated. In these cases the molecular brightness might be underestimated and compensated by overestimated numbers. The effect of the variance in brightness should be investigated in further simulations.

Another property of CoPS encountered during this work is the counting limit between 18 and 36 emitters. In all simulations with different laser powers and experiments with DNA origamis, the number estimation of 36 emitters shows an offset of -20-30% as compared to the estimates of 18 or less emitters. Thereby, the counting limit of CoPS becomes apparent in experiments and simulation.

In Figure 4.1 the dependency of the mDE probabilities on $p_{\text{exp}}$ is shown. The brightness $p_{\text{exp}} = 1.5 \cdot 10^{-3}$ cplcm in b) corresponds to DNA origami at 5 µW and 20 MHz. Here, the slope is an indicator for the resolution. At large numbers $n_{\text{exp}}$, the probabilities of 1DE, 2DE and 3DE level off and the difference between two nearby $p_{\text{exp}}$ diminish, as the number resolution. By increasing the molecular brightness in simulations $p_{\text{exp}} = 5.6 \cdot 10^{-3}$ cplcm in c) the curves become steeper. However, in simulations of 36 molecules their number was not correctly identified, either. Up to now, no simulations with larger molecule numbers have been conducted.

To identify the exact dependency between molecular brightness and the counting limit further studies are necessary. Because the effect appeared in simulation and in experiment, it is intrinsic to the evaluation of mDE statistics in CoPS. A possible reason may be the implementation of the fitting algorithm. So far the algorithm was optimized to estimate low emitter numbers. In this regime mainly the 1DE and 2DE are important. At higher numbers the main difference appears in the 3DE. The fitting algorithm contains so far no weights so the approximation might not be as sensitive to changes in 3DE. Additionally, the counting limit could be observed in more details by further simulations to narrow down the dependency between molecular brightness and counting limit.

The resolution to differentiate between two samples with similar $n_{\text{exp}}$ is the main task of a quantitative approach. Therefore, the counting resolution was investigated in simulations and in first experiments. In the simulations, a counting resolution of 2 or better
could be obtained at a molecular brightness $p_{\text{exp}}$ of 1.8 cplcm (see Figure 3.12). The MC simulations reveal the inherent influence of CoPS analysis without any variations due to the probe. To consider the case of realistic scenario, I conducted the experiments with DNA origami. The experiment showed ambiguous results (see Figure 3.18). The DNA origami with $n_{\text{exp}} = 12, 13$ have been estimated to be larger than $n_{\text{exp}} = 17$. The problem in these measurements may be caused by sample preparation or data acquisition. By looking at the intensities in Figure C.9, the samples $n_{\text{exp}} = 12, 13$ show a much higher intensity than other samples, except $n_{\text{exp}} = 18$. The estimation of differences between samples $n_{\text{exp}} = 14, 15, 16, 17, 18$ worked better and a counting resolution of 3 emitters or better was obtained. To my knowledge, no similar experiments have been conducted so far. To confirm these results, the experiment should be repeated with the since improved detection efficiency of the setup (see section 2.3).

As previously described (see section 1.1.7), there are many different methods which can be used to obtain quantitative data from fluorescence signals and they differ from each other in their requirements, for example photostability, probe immobilization, etc., and results, for example ensemble averaging, resolution, etc. The time resolution of intensity calibration and FRET based approaches, being only a few µs, is the best by far, because they only accumulate statistics to determine the mean photon emission. However, they require calibration or are limited to few emitters or give only relative molecule numbers. Approaches which rely on photophysics, like bleaching or blinking, require relatively long acquisition time to observe the stochastic processes. Quantitative analysis with CoPS can be achieved in a few 100 ms and is therefore also reasonably fast. CoPS requires no calibration, because it estimates the numbers and molecular brightnesses from the same accumulated statistics. It is also possible to directly follow changes in molecular brightness over time and to potentially measure their dynamics. Similar experiments can be conducted only by intensity fluctuation based methods. However, they are essentially limited to diffusion probes and obtain the statistics over many probes.

Up to now, none of the aforementioned methods (see section 1.1.7) has been studied using standardized probes and simulations in the interesting number space of 5 to 50. Additionally, CoPS seems to be the only method whose estimation error has been investigated to this extent. CoPS can estimate non-invasively up to at least 18 molecules in a few hundred ms. It is independent of the laser intensity, as long as a minimal molecular brightness of about $1.5 \cdot 10^{-3}$ cplcm is exceeded. The simultaneous observations of molecular brightness and numbers allow the differentiation between changes in numbers $n_{\text{exp}}$ or photophysics $p_{\text{exp}}$. The method can be applied in different experimental conditions to gather quantitative information in fluorescence spectroscopy.

**Method Applications**

An application for CoPS is measuring the NOL distribution of fluorescent probes on a single molecule basis. So far, the DOL is for most probes estimated by ensemble spec-
troscopy and is the mean of the \text{NOL} distribution. The \text{NOL} on the single-molecule level does not only provide the mean dye/label ratio in the sample, but the distribution of the \text{NOL} attached to single probes. This is vital information for all kind of quantitative experiments that are conducted using that probe. Similar experiments have already been conducted by bleaching step analysis.\cite{123}

I could obtain different \text{NOL} distributions of the HyP5 probe (see Figure 3.12) by applying different concentrations of marker and base DNA during probe hybridization. A change in ratio resulted in different number distributions and an increase in the small marker strand followed a shift to larger molecule numbers.

Together with Michael Schwering and Kristin Grußmayer (AG Herten), I began to acquire the \text{NOL} distribution of several labeled proteins and antibodies used for labeling of structures in standard cell experiments. The standard labeling procedure normally utilizes a primary antibody, which targets the specific structure in the cell and is then subsequently labeled with the secondary antibody. However, a single primary antibody can bind several secondary antibodies, which can bear multiple labels. The number of labels, i.e. targeted protein, is therefore unknown and the results of quantitative experiments should be interpreted with care. By knowledge of the \text{NOL} distribution we can at least estimate the variance of a possible counting outcome for protein numbers or even allow analysis of distributions.

Meanwhile several approaches exist, by which the resolution limit can be circumvented. The PALM approach can inherently used as a quantitative approach (see section 1.4). In contrast, the STED approach observes a confined, in which several molecules may be located.

By knowledge of the minimal requirements for \text{CoPS}, I was able to successfully combine \text{STED} microscopy with the quantitative \text{CoPS} approach. In cooperation with Pit Bingen (AG Hell), a new and mobile detection setup was designed, which allowed the detection of mDE at a \text{STED} setup (see Figure 2.2). First, it had to be confirmed that the detection efficiency of the setup is large enough to apply \text{CoPS}, despite different equipment, like laser scanning, additional optical elements and fiber coupling. We also observed the evolution of the molecular brightness by increasing \text{STED} power and therefore resolution.

The achieved resolution-limited molecular brightness, at the \text{STED} setup, is similar to the one obtained with the confocal setup used in previous sections (see Figure 2.4) and excess the minimal molecular brightness of $1.8 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{cplcm}$. The decrease in brightness $p_{\text{cops}}$ to about $5 \cdot 10^{-4} \text{cplcm}$, at \text{STED} powers larger than 5 mW, is strong and affects CoPS’s estimation variance and time resolution $t_{\text{ac}}$ to estimate numbers (see Simulations 3.2). However, estimates of numbers of up to $n_{\text{cops}} = 4$ in 250 ms could be accomplished by \text{BS} analysis. The setup, since it was not specifically designed for the \text{CoPS} purpose, achieves only a limited detection efficiency and only low number of molecules $n_{\text{cops}}$ could be counted correctly (see Figure 3.21).

In cooperation with Jürgen Schmied (AG Tinnenfeld) a DNA origami with a resolvable spatial pattern of the 8 fluorescent labels was designed (see Figure 3.22). The distance between the labels was calculated to be approx. 86 nm. By a \text{STED} power of 44 mW the two spots could be resolved, however it was not possible to apply \text{CoPS} and \text{STED} at the same time. Even embedded in ROXS, the fluorescent labels bleached already in
the first overview scan and therefore prevented counting of unaltered numbers. Thus, an approach was investigated to first estimate the number of emitters by CoPS, which is only possible because of the non-invasive nature of CoPS, and resolve the number of spots in the focal volume. The estimated number can then be attributed to the actual spots in accordance to their intensities.

In summary, I have shown the successful combination of the quantitative CoPS approach with STED microscopy. The implementation of the STED-CoPS approach, as described here, is just a proof of concept, but can be improved with little effort. The STED setup, initially designed for multifocus STED can still be optimized for best achievable molecular brightness. Automatic PnD was not implemented in microscope software and localizing the position of probes manually was time consuming and laborious. Generally, it has to be considered, if a PnD approach is suitable for STED-CoPS because an overview scan with STED changes the observed numbers, however the exact location of probes is necessary for PnD.

Outlook

A possible alternative, already shown in coincidence analysis or in N&B is the combination of numbers with spatial information in a 2D-imaging approach. Thereby, in addition to a fluorescence intensity image, a map of numbers and molecular brightness is obtained. By that the selective PnD approach would be avoided, which measures only a limited number of fluorescence transients per image. Rather a map would be obtained, e.g. of a cell. And the signal would not be the fluorescence intensity, rather the number and brightness, e.g. from multimers of membrane proteins.
4. Discussion

The acquisition of mDE statistics by a scanning microscope is time consuming, though. A typical image with 100×100 pixels for a reasonable FOV and sampling requires about 33 min for a time interval $t_{ac}$ of 200 ms.

By use of ROXS buffer and the photostable ATTO 647N dye, it is possible to acquire images with sufficient long dwelltime $t_{ac} = 200$ ms to estimate the number $n_{cops}$ and brightness $p_{cops}$ in each pixel. In Figure 4.2 a) the intensity image is shown and in b) the number map. Background pixel are not analyzed (indicated as blue pixel). In the estimates, predominately three labels are obtained from the NuP4 probe. This might be affected by photobleaching during the long pixel dwell times.

By application of ROXS the bleaching effect can be minimized during long observation times. However, a much faster approach is desirable to apply CoPS analysis in experiments. An alternative can be the application of recently developed complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) APD detector arrays. These detectors consist of an array of about 100×100 single photon detectors with TCSPC possibilities. Four pixels could be synchronized as a HBT detection array. Therefore mDE statistics could be acquired in parallel for a complete image. The acquisition time would therefore shrink to $t_{ac} = 200$ ms for a small FOV. However, these detectors are currently under development and have to improve. The detection efficiency is about 30% at $\lambda = 600$ nm, the dark count rate is high and the electronics required to drive a single pixel is relatively large. The active area to the complete detector area (filling factor) is about 30%. [124]

Figure 4.3.: a) The summed intensity of three emitters located at -2,0 and 3. b) The normalized probabilities for mDE of the three emitters. 100nm/pix scale bar 1µm

In this thesis, the quantitative CoPS approach has been described extensively and also the combination with the super-resolution method STED. The combination was successfully applied and I could identify the important prerequisites. A future direction would however be to use the photon statistics to improve the resolution. Simulations
have shown that in correlation microscopy the resolution can be enhanced, by use of photon antibunching.\[127\]

In an intensity image, the detected signal is the summed fluorescence intensity of all molecules. Looking at the probabilities for mDE draws a little different picture. Here, the signal is the measured probabilities for mDE which scales with the product of $p_{\text{cops}}$. In Figure 4.3 a) the summed intensity signal (red line) of three emitters (black line) is shown, which cannot be resolved due to the diffraction limit (see equation (1.4)). In b) the normalized probabilities for 1DE, 2DE and 3DE are shown. The probability of 1DE corresponds to the intensity, whereas the probability functions of mDE show a different pattern. The 2DE probability function is skewed to the left side and the 3DE probability function has a narrow peak, right of the 1DE maximum.

Hence, the mDE probabilities show a pattern which differs from the intensity signal and can be obtained experimentally. The locations of emitter could be estimated from the appearance of mDE, in addition to the intensity. Nevertheless, the probability of mDE scales with $p_{\text{exp}}^m$ and is therefore low. To observe the 3DE in a reasonable amount of time, the molecular brightness has to increase largely. With a perfect optical system, the detection efficiency of a confocal setup is about 24% (see section 2.1.5). Thus, in saturation, the probability to obtain a 3DE in a laser cycle from 3 emitters located at the same spot scales would be 1.4%. Are the spots separated slightly, the mDE signal decay with the amplitude of the PSF to the power of m. The signal of mDE probabilities is therefore low, but also highly sensitive to distance.
A. Abbreviations

CoPS  counting by photon statistics
STED  stimulated emission depletion
HBT   Harnbury-Brown Twiss
mDE   multi detection events
1DE   1 photon detection events
2DE   2 photon detection events
3DE   3 photon detection events
4DE   4 photon detection events
cplcm photon counts per laser cycle and molecule
cplc  photon counts per laser cycle
ssDNA single stranded DNA
HyP5  hybridization probe with 5 labels
NuP4  nucleotide labeled probe with 4 labels
NOL   number of labels
DOL   degree of labeling
BS    bleaching step
PnD   Pick & Destroy
FWHM  full width at half maximum
ROXS  reducing and oxidizing system
MC    Monte Carlo
ks-test Koltogorov-Smirnov test
cdf   cumulative density function
RESOLFT reversible saturable (fluorescence) transitions
PSF   point spread function
FOV   Field of View
CMOS  complementary metal oxide semiconductor
SM    single-molecule
TCSPC time correlated single photon counting
APD   avalanche photodiode
B. Publications


C. Appendix

DNA Origami

Figures C.1, C.2, C.3, C.4, C.5 show sketches of the DNA origamis. The white and colored ellipses correspond to one oligonucleotide each. The oligonucleotides which were 3'-modified with ATTO 647N are colored in red. Biotin modified oligonucleotides are colored orange.

Figure C.1.: Scheme of DNA origamis with 6 ATTO 647N (red) and 5 biotins (orange). The dye-dye distance is in this case 12 nm within the same column.
Figure C.2.: Scheme of DNA origamis with 12 ATTO 647N (red) and 5 biotins (orange).
The dye-dye distance is in this case 12 nm within the same column.
Figure C.3.: Scheme of DNA origamis with 12 ATTO 647N (red) and 5 biotins (orange). The dye-dye distance is in this case 6 nm.
Figure C.4.: Scheme of DNA origamis with 18 ATTO 647N (red) and 5 biotins (orange). The dye-dye distance is in this case 12 nm within the same column.
Figure C.5.: Scheme of DNA origamis with 36 ATTO 647N (red) and 5 biotins (orange).

The dye-dye distance is in this case 6 nm within the same column.
Figure C.6.: Simulated DNA Quest described in section 3.2.6 at 2 µW
Figure C.7.: Simulated DNA Quest described in section 3.2.6 at 4 μW
Figure C.8.: Simulated DNA Quest described in section 3.2.6 at 12 µW
Figure C.9.: Intensities of DNA Quest described in section 3.2.6 at 10 µW
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